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Untitled - MetoS Expo

Simon Watts' article "Getting Your Steam Up" in FWW#64 prompts me to write about my steam genny. I took a 2,000-watt water heater element and added it to a ... 
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Factory tablesaw rip fences can be annoyingly inaccurate. On p. 4 1, we test five replacement fences, including the Vega shown above. Cover: Upholsterer Aarne Read begins work on one of John Dunnigan 's dining chairs. Dunnigan tells how he designs upholstered furniture on p. 52.
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Fine Woodworking is a reader-written magazine. We wel come proposals, manuscripts, photographs and ideas from our readers, amateur or professional. We'll acknowledge all submissions and return within six weeks those we can't publish. Send your contributions to Fine Woodworking, Box Newtown, Conn.
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Gallery Fair mounts a national show
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Leners Richard Raffan's article on the two turning shows in your No vember issue is excellent. I do not know Raffan's credentials, but I like his critique and philosophy. His statement that "spectacular wood grain . . .is frequently mistaken as art . . . " and his concerns about the mistaken equality of technical skill to art are truisms. We frequently speak of a process as an "art," when we really mean skill. Art is produced by men and woman, not nature, and natural features may be esthetically appealing, but they are not art (of themselves). To confuse the issue more, there are creations that are merely de signs, and the dividing line between design and art is tenuous. I believe many turnings are merely designs, even though some shapes are very striking. I admire the turnings shown. I wish I had the skill to make them. I would rate most of the pieces as fine designs, not art, even though they are meant to be looked at and not used. And, if some of the pieces are art, they are not very high on the artistic listing compared to other art forms. - Henry Fisher, Columbus, Ohio



H.



Raffan states that pricing of turned objects should be affected by the fact that turning is a fast process. Having served a wood turning apprenticeship to a production turner, I know that turning is a relatively fast process. A turner who makes hun dreds of the same shape can and should price his work according to the time it takes to make the objects. But there are turners who take their time to interpret the materials, to bring out the inherent beauty of each piece. And there are those turners who use the material to make an object of their own design, regard less of wood's inherent beauty. These turners are using the lathe to make a personal statement. In the case of producing a well-lidded box in less than an hour, Bob Krause spends up to a year to complete one of his boxes. They go through several stages of turning and drying to ensure a secure fit that does not change with the humidity. I do agree with Raffan that some pricing is out of line. Turn ers have to be careful in pricing their work. There are many factors in pricing: longevity in the field, uniqueness of work, cost of materials and gallery markup. It is the last factor that has caused a lot of work to be priced so high. I am not sure that because these objects are being bought justifies the high prices; only time will tell. What is true, though, is that turned objects are being well received. If any of your readers are in terested in seeing the entire show, a 90-slide portfolio and a catalog of the Craft Alliance show is available from the gal lery at 6640 Delmar Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63103 for $39.95 and -Albert LeCojJ, Philadelphia, Pa. $10, respectively.



EDITOR'S NOTE:



Albert LeCoff curated the Craft Alliance show.



I am writing to make a correction to Raffan's article. He erred in stating that the tulipwood bowl in the upper left cor ner on p. 94 was done by Moulthrop. This bowl was in fact turned by me, as this shape and the rounded edge which cuts back under are styles I use. The actual piece is in. high by -Philip Moulthrop, Marietta, Ga. 141,; in, wide.
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Good news for gardeners from the publisher of Fine Woodworking Just a quick note to let you know our new gardening mag azine, Fin e Gardening, is right on schedule, The premier issue will be coming off the press April 1. We'll give you full information in our next issue of Fine Woodworking. - Paul Roman, Publisher
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Living in an apartment has forced me to buy rather than build some furniture and I have turned to cheap, attractive Danish teak-veneered pieces. I was curious about what kind of factory made this stuff and now I know. After reading John Masciocchi's article #67) about the 32mm system, I measured a num ber of construction and systems holes on my bookcases and sure enough, I found the 32mm grid in use. However, please note that what Masciocchi describes is most definitely not fine woodworking. It seems to me that Fine Woodworking should be leery of promoting a new form of lifeless mass production for making lifeless (or "austere" if you insist) kitchen cabinets. Let the furniture trade journals deal with that and save your pages for celebrating, preserving and expanding on the general knowledge of quality craftsmanship. That, after all, is what you indisputably do better than any other . magazine published today. -Roger Keeling, Davis, Calif
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I have peered into many mortises on antique furniture and the chisel marks on the walls of the mortises are always the same. They run all the way from top to bottom, no matter how deep the mortise is. The marks are not vertical, but run at a slight angle for one half the length of the mortise and at the opposite angle for the other half, forming a V in the middle, Michael Podmaniczky's method #66) would leave marks of a much different nature. To chop a mortise with marks like I've seen, you start in the middle and chop to the bottom first, with the chisel alternately angled toward you and away and the face of the chisel always angled up. Once the bottom is reached, the rest of the waste on either side is removed by "biting off" a small amount and chopping from top to bottom with a series of mallet blows. There is also a problem with Podmaniczky's layout of the joint shown in the photo on p. 67. The mortise-and-tenon joint is a mechanical joint as well as a glue joint, and much more wood should be left between the end of the mortise and the end of the stile. Also somewhere in the article the word "peg" deserved a mention. - Tom Coles, Stoneham, Mass.
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MICHAEL PODMANICZKY REPLIES:
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I, too, have seen the inside of a few



18th-century joints, but what I have found is not quite so uniform.



Although the cutting of mortises as reader Coles describes was com mon, it was by no means universal. First off, having to clear waste out of a narrow cut all the way down to the bottom just to get the mortise started is difficult. Then, having to direct a perfectly straight cut top to bottom each time the chisel enters the work-and not suc ceeding-is what creates the marks he refers to. I favor the method I describe because of the self trueing nature of waste-clearing sweeps that don't need to remove material to the full depth of the mortise. Coles is right on the mark with his observation about layout: More material should be left at the end of the mortise, and a haunch should have been cut to fill the panel groove. Unfortunately, in try ing to keep this an abstract exercise in mortise chopping and chisel use, we overlooked this important point. Look for more on specific types and applications of mortise and tenons in a future article. It will cover draw-pegs.



I've read quite a number of articles on rustic furniture, but all of them have been about men. In fact, not all rustic furnituremakers are men. I have been making and selling rustic furniture from my little farm in Oregon for the last three years. I took over the busi ness from my husband when he died. There a pile of orders, and not much else for me to do but finish them, so I did. My husband had been a "willow bender" for five years and had begun to teach me. My first chair was a lopsided wonder, which is still decorating our patio. When he first saw it (I had made it while he was away), he walked all around it, looked at my dejected face and said, "It's not too bad you know .. ,did you measure the height of the arms?" And in that way I didn't get discouraged, and made another one, which was better. I use
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LeUers (continued) I'm wntmg in reference to reader Stephen W iswall's letter about buying old planes #67). After reading Richard Starr's article in #65, I set out the following weekend to upgrade a couple of basic Stanley planes. What I found at the local flea markets and antique stores was disappointing. I located three old Bailey jack planes, but together they wouldn't have made one good plane. One had the complete inner parts, including a plastic adjuster nut, from a more recent Great Neck tool. Another had two separate knurled nuts that were not even for a handplane. After seeing and comparing all thiS, I've decided the antique dealers don't consider the woodworker their prime customer, and I'm not really sure what the old plane should look like. On my next weekend foray, when time per mits, I'll arm myself with an old Bailey smooth plane from my basement shop for a reference. W ith caution and knowing just what to look for, I think then I might find the right old tools. One useful handplaning trick Richard Starr never mentioned and something I don't recall ever reading in your magazine is to bevel the front and back of the plane's sole. No more than Ys in. will do. This eliminates tearing out in tight corners or when plan ing across intersecting joints where the sharp edge of the plane may splinter the wood. -james A. Snow, Crestline, Calif.



maple or cherry for the frame, because they look good when they dry out and are nice solid hardwoods. The bent work is all willow. I use large 3-in. and 4-in. staples, as well as nails to make the frame. I soak the willow by running sprinklers on it all day and use it green, within two weeks of cutting. It bends quite easily in summer. In winter it gets more complicated-I steam it. I go into the woods and cut the wood myself. I think that is essential. It's by seeing the shape of the wood, its color and the way it grows in the woods that gives me the idea of where it will fit into a piece of furniture. I work mostly alone and like the slow pace. I also enjoy staying home on the farm most of the time. As well as the willow furniture, the farm keeps me quite busy, looking after animals, and orchards and gardens. -Carolina Tempelaar, Ten mile, Ore.
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I'm writing to say that your Design Book Four is disappointingly incomplete. There's no section showing sculpture and carving, as in your previous books. Surely there were carvings worthy of showing besides those that were a part of furniture. I chal lenge you to print this to see how many woodcarvers would have loved to have seen a section on carving. Let's hear what your readers have to say. -john Sowdersjr. , Richmond, Ky.



EDITOR'S NOTE:



T



We too were disappointed about not having a chapter



Having experimented with chemicals and their dyeing capabili ties for the past eight years, I found that George Frank's article in the September issue reaffirmed my belief that chemicals enhance wood's natural beauty. In regard to the method of applying the chemicals, I have found a better method to be spray-bottle ap plication. Using brush applicators that touch the surface when applying the second chemical causes problems. the chemical is brushed on, the reaction takes place on both the wood and the applicator. This leaves the surface with a progressively weaker solution, streaks and a brush that contaminates the mix ture. Spray bottles avoid this problem; just make sure to wear a . -jam es A. Woronow, Paradise, Calif protective mask.



on carving and sculpture. Unfortunately, we didn't receive enough well-photographed entries in this category to make up a full chapter. We distributed a handful of carving photos among the accessory and turning chapters.
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I thoroughly enjoyed the article on William Robertson #66), whose meticulous approach to the crafting of miniature furniture produces pieces that when photographed would fool anyone into thinking it is full-scale work. I would hope your readers would take a closer look into the realm of miniatures for it offers an opportunity to approach the construction of a Philadelphia highboy, secretary bookcase or Hepplewhite sideboard with a minimum outlay of materials. This is a very important consideration nowadays when fine woods and materials can be so costly. I for one read every article, adapting all techniques de scribed to a smaller scale, and have found your magazine to be indispensable in my development and career as a miniaturist. - Gilbert Mena, Huntington Park, Calif.
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S. D. Takle of Fridley, Minn., had problems with an age-old smell in a chest of drawers #66, p. 14). We have used "Cow Brand" carpet-and-room deodorizer with spectacular results. This product is safe when used as directed and will not harm children or pets. It is applied as dry crystals and vacuumed after its work is done. It's made and packaged by Church Dwight Ltd., 75 The Donway West, Don Mills, Toronto, Ont., Canada M3C 2E 9. This product has removed some vile smells and leaves behind a low-key, light scent. -james Foster, Guelph, Onto
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To join Fine Woodworking staff as assistant or associate editor. We're looking for an energetic, idea person with experience in a cabinet or general woodworking shop, plus experience as a writer or editor or proven deftness with the English language. Drawing and photographic abilities and formal woodworking training are an asset. Must be willing to relocate to southwestern Connecticut and to travel on the job. Send resume and photos of recent work in wood to: Personnel Manager, The Taunton Press, 63 S. Main St., Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470.
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Ramp on tenon locks onto leg.



Top rail edge may be left straight or molded.



Above: After the mortises are chopped, matching tenons are cut on the rail ends. Below: The frame surrounding the table top is mitered. A tenon cut on one piece fits into a mortise on the mating piece. A small mortise chopped into the frame'S face accepts the stub tenon on the leg.



Shading, G1azing and T onin g



Three ways of using color with lacquer



by Donald M . Steinert



Shading is an effective way of neutraliz ing color differences. The sapwood on this walnut board, top, has been com pletely disguised, bottom, using a wal nut-colored shading lacquer. Shading has also helped to hide the glueline.



O



ne of the most appealing qualities of nitrocellulose lac quer is its versatility. Besides its use as a clear coating, lacquer can be mixed with various dyes and pigments to alter, enhance or entirely cover up the natural color and figure of wood. By mixing colorants with clear lacquer, three specialized techniques-shading, glazing and toning-can be used separately or in combination as an alternative to staining, as an aid to evening out color differences, and to highlight and create special effects. Used with basic lacquering skills, which I'll assume you already have, these methods will expand your wood finishing repertoire. Before I describe the techniques in detail, I'll say a few words about wood preparation. Regardless of which coloring technique you try, the wood must be free of contaminants, such as wax or silicone, and sanded down to at least 220 grit. If staining and/or filling are required, do these steps as you would for any clear lacquer topcoats. But keep in mind that staining may or may not be necessary, since one of the techniques I ' l l describe may sub stitute. Once your sanding is done, seal the wood with a coat of clear sanding sealer. When dry, lightly sand with 400-grit paper. Once the coloring is done, as described below, you can apply a clear lacquer topcoat for the final finish. I recommend you use a nitrocellulose lacquer formulated specifically for wood. Don't use acrylic auto-finishing lacque"rs, which are primarily designed for metal. For more on clear lacquering, see #62, pp. 67-74 . Shading is probably the most versatile lacquer-coloring method. In shading, clear lacquer is tinted with dye and applied between the sanding-sealer coat and the clear topcoat. Depending on the hue, the amount of color, and the number of coats, shading can highlight, alter or entirely change the wood's natural color. It can be used on an entire piece of furniture or, with careful spraying, can be selectively applied to only certain areas. Further, since shading lacquer is usually built up in a series of coats, you have a great amount of control over the color you'll end up with. To mix a shading lacquer, start with the lacquer you'll be using for the topcoat. To this, add a small amount of transparent dye stain. It's essential to use a stain compatible with lacquer, such as Mohawk Ultra Penetrating Stain (product #520) , available from Mohawk Finishing Products, Inc., Route 30, Amsterdam, N.Y. 12010). Ultra stains are universal dye stains diluted in a blend of solvents. You can mix up to one part stain with 16 parts lacquer (more than this retards the lacquer) . For darker tones, apply more coats.
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Fine Woodworking



When mixing a shading lacquer that will serve as a stain, I use transparent dyes in various woody tones. In conjunction with these, I also use small amounts of black, yellow, green and red to adjust the shade and tone to almost any hue, as necessary. Other colors can be employed for bolder effects. The darkness and depth of color on the wood being finished is determined by how many coats of shading are applied. The greatest degree of control is maintained by applying multiple light coats of shading lacquer, one at a t i m e . A l l ow each coat to flash before applying the next. I f a great deal of color change is wanted, I prefer spraying an initially darker shading lacquer, since it will require fewer coats to produce the desired shade. One of the great advantages of coloring wood with shading lacquer is that the colored lacquer is sprayed on wood after it's been sealed. Thus you'll avoid splotching on many woods like fir, pine, oak and ash, which absorb stain unevenly. By applying several layers of lacquer, it's possible to develop a matching color gradually and precisely. This degree of color control is particularly helpful if you're trying to match the color of a repro duction to an existing piece. To blend in undesirable differences between unevenly colored boards, such as an unsightly streak of light sapwood in an otherwise satisfactory walnut tabletop, spray shading lacquer in a narrow spray pattern at low air pressure (see above photos) . Shading can also highlight wood color rather than change it. If a particular piece looks dull or flat, applying a few l ight coats of shading lacquer that's the same hue, but more intense, can create depth. Or if the color of the wood is unappealing, it can be "kicked" with shading lacquer. For example, a piece of walnut that looks too cool (too green in color) can be warmed by kicking it with a little red shading. Interesting effects can be produced by spraying more coats of shading on one area than another. For ex ample, the borders of tabletops or drawer fronts can be sprayed slightly darker than the field to give some dimension to an other wise flat piece. Playful effects, such as a transparent "candy apple" finish-great for children's furniture-are created by spraying brightly colored shading lacquer over very light wood. Glazing is useful for highlighting carved, turned or molded details. Glazing darkens recesses while allowing raised details, a turned bead for instance, to remain lighter. Depending on the col-



or and amount applied, you can create either dramatic or subtle contrasts. A glaze is made by mixing a pigment with a solvent. I use Mohawk Universal Color Concentrate (product #562) dissolved in naphtha. Proportions are not critical and will be dictated by the look you wish to create. To start, you may try one part pig ment to three parts solvent. I prefer darker glazes because it's easier to wipe a little more off than to have to do a second appli cation. Virtually any color may be used as a glaze to create an infinite variety of effects. For producing dark glazes, I often use black and earth tones, and my favorite is straight Vandyke brown, which produces a very rich-looking glaze. Light glazes usually work best on dark woods and vice versa. Metallic glazes can be prepared with Mohawk Bronzing Powder (product #380), available in numerous shades of gold, silver, copper and bronze. Applying the glaze is not particularly difficult. This may be done with an old brush, rag or spray gun. When spraying, keep the air pressure to about 20 psi and restrict fluid flow. The entire area to be glazed is coated as if it were being painted. As soon as the glaze turns dull, wipe it off with a soft rag. As with using any lacquer products, wear gloves and a respirator. The idea is to remove most of the glaze from the details that are prominent while leaving the heaviest concentration in the recesses. There's no hurry, because even after the glaze is completely dry it can be removed with a naphtha-dampened, lint-free cloth. Once you have achieved the desired look with the glaze, allow it to dry for about an hour. Then, spray it with a l ight topcoat of clear lacquer. Mastering the art of glazing takes practice and a critical eye. If you're not satisfied with the look you get on the first try, simply recoat and wipe the piece all over again. Toning is similar to shading, but uses heavily pigmented colors-as opposed to dyes-to disguise the color of wood rather than just darken or highlight it as shading does. Of the three techniques, toning has the least application in high-quality woodworking. While a shading lacquer creates depth, toni�g tends to rob a piece of its transparency and depth. Because an opaque colorant is used, each additional coat of toner not only darkens the wood's color, but obscures its grain and figure. If a toner is applied heavily enough, it will become completely opaque, l ike paint, and the wood will not show through at all. This technique is often used by furniture factories to disguise the undesirable color and grain in low-grade or cheap wood species. But toning isn't just for fakery. Applied selectively, it can solve some difficult finishing problems. For instance, if you have other wise beautiful wood that has a section of unsightly grain, a toner can be sprayed over the area to completely mask the defect. Toning can save time and grief if you're refinishing a piece and can't get all the old paint off or the wood's in terrible condition. In such cases, it's undesirable to retain the wood's original color, so first cover the entire piece with toner, and then apply glaze and/or shading to add depth and contrast (see photo right) . To make a toner, mix the same type of pigments used for glazes with clear lacquer. A good proportion to start with is one part pigment to 24 parts lacquer. First, dilute the universal color with a little lacquer thinner and strain it before adding it to the lacquer. Work up to the desired toning effect gradually by spray ing several light coats, using low air pressure and limited fluid flow through the spray gun. with shading, you can speed things up by mixing a darker toner at the outset, but you'll achieve the best color control with several thin coats built up gradually.



It's not critical to apply a glaze evenly, since most of it is wiped off the prominent surfaces before it dries. The pigment left in the recesses can create contrasts to highlight carved and turned de tails or give a piece an aged look.
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Steinert restores Rolls-Royce woodwork and lives in



Grants Pass, Ore. Photos by author.



These four frames illustrate several ways of using shading, glaz ing and toning in combination. From top to bottom, the frames are: stained light walnut; glazed with brown and clear-coated; toned with tan, glazed with brown, shaded with maple and red and clear-coated; toned with white and glazed with raw umber.
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It 's a matter of knowing all the angles by Harold H Payson



_



ears ago, a visitor to my father'S shop in Rockland, Me_, spying the half-dozen or so heavily chewed file handles sitting on his filing bench, paused his conversation for a moment and asked, "You got rats ?" No, my father, Herman Payson, didn't have rats in his shop. What he had was the best reputation around for sharpening saws of any kind, especially handsaws-an honor not to be taken light ly. Many of the best ship and house carpenters in our area brought their handsaws to him and returned faithfully, time and time again. The handles on his files were chewed up not from rats, but from years of being lightly "thunked" on freshly sharp ened sawteeth to remove the burr left by the file. If removal of the burr showed a tooth not brought up to a sharpened pOint, then that tooth received another swipe or two with the file until it did. My dad's heyday was back in the 1930s, in the era before circular saws replaced handsaws as the common tool for cutting lumber on the construction site and shipyard. The handsaw that cut fast and true to the line without binding or rattling in its kerf was much admired and well remembered. Handsaws aren't as widely used as they once were, but that's no excuse for using a dull one or not knowing how to sharpen one properly. A properly sharpened hand saw is handy for jobs where a circular saw is dangerous or just unwieldily use. If sharpened correctly, they make short work of most cutting tasks; improperly sharpened, they're drudgery to use. Learning how to sharpen a handsaw isn't difficult, just time consuming. My father developed his reputation for sharpening handsaws over many years, and it took me a year of practice fil ing before he squinted down the teeth of my best efforts and
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declared, "That's as good as I can do." Words I never thought I ' d hear. Was i t worth it ? You bet. It's rewarding to know that I can remedy a saw's problems my self with little fuss or lost time. I'll never have to put up with lame excuses from a saw-sharpening shop that they can't get around to sharpening a saw until next week. True, I can't match the precision of a saw-filing machine, but why should I ? Small variations between teeth don't detract from a saw's cutting ability. A machine-sharpened saw does the job, but a saw sharpened by hand is a pleasure to use. The problem with saw-filing machines (at least the ones I ' m familiar With) i s that each tooth i s sharpened based o n the pro file of the tooth ahead of it. A dogged lever drops over each tooth and pulls the saw into position for a swipe of a file. If the saw was newly re-toothed and the teeth perfect, a machine does fairly wel l . But teeth damaged after hitting nails throw the ma chine off. The machine will position a tooth fo( a swipe of the file based on the shape of a damaged or misfiled tooth. The result is a saw with teeth spaced too wide or too close. In the process, some teeth may be filed to oblivion, in which case the saw has to be re-toothed. New teeth are stamped or filed on the saw, and more metal is removed from the blade in the process than a year's worth of sharpening would take. Incidentally, I feel the same way about saw-filing gadgets as I do about filing machines. A friend of mine bought one that held a file on a slide. The entire contraption slid over the saw and the file was moved precisely back and forth over the teeth to pro duce any tooth angle wanted. However, it didn't allow you to file



sloping gullets, one of the chief advantages of hand filing. Also, there was no way of control ling side pressure on the file to cor rect teeth that were too large. Before I tell you how to sharpen a saw, I ' l l outline the basic process. First, the saw is clamped in a saw vise. The teeth are jointed so their tops are flat and at the same height. Using a saw set, the teeth are then set (bent) left or right of the sawblade. The teeth are filed with identical cutting angles. Consequently, the teeth should all be the same in profile, with all their points at the same height. I will describe sharpening rip and crosscut saws, but the same techniques are used on backsaws and dovetai l saws. Don't be overconcerned about tooth pitch or bevels in this process . They are bound to vary slightly when you are first learn ing-you 'll become more consistent with practice. Having said that, here's how to set yourself up for saw sharpening.
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Crosscut sawteeth
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To file gullets, hold file at 60° bevel an�/e (f/eam) and tip of file 25 up from horizontal.



Fig.
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Ripsaw teeth



File teeth straight across without bevel. File gullet without slope.



The g bench-My bench is a 10-in.-wide by 5-ft.- Iong plank, and its top is belly-button height off the floor. For comfortable stand-up saw filing, each bench must be tailored to the filer, however. You can't sit while filing handsaws, you must stand and put your whole body into the stroke of the file, rocking back and forth while using your arms. This gives you better control over the file stroke and makes the job less tiring. I painted the bench top flat black to ward off unwanted glare . My filing bench is positioned in front of a west-facing window. My father's bench was in front of a south-facing window-other filers work best with a north-facing window. I don't give a hoot what direction the window faces, I just want all the light I can get as long as it falls on the sawteeth and not in my eyes. What about artifical light ? Even when my eyesight was good I couldn't do a decent job under it. I don't recommend it now. I lower a curtain partially over the window until a comfortable amount of light comes through, and improve the visibility of the sawteeth by tacking up a piece of tar paper above the window apron. When I look across the saw, the black background contrasts with the teeth, making burrs or minor irregularities more apparent. The riling vise-Position the top of your vise at chest height to allow for proper visibility and arm comfort. While you can buy saw vises through many woodworking catalogues, you can make your own out of scrap wood, as I did. Each half of the vise con sists of a vertical leg with a long jaw attached perpendicular to it, to form a "Tn . The two halves are bolted together with a fulcrum between them . A swinging handle is bolted between the halves, too. As the handle is swung up, an arc-shaped dome on the handle pushes against the vertical leg, tightening the vise. To loosen the vise, the handle is knocked down. The jaws don 't have to be the same length as your sawblade , but they should be long enough so you can do significant filing before reclamping the saw. The jaws on my vise are about 20 in. long, and the legs are about the same. The vise legs are set into a notch in the bench and clamped in place . The vise leans away from the filer 1 0 ° , which helps the file leave sloping gullets between teeth. A diagonal brace behind the vise makes it rigid against the push of the file. A final tip about the filing vise: Line the jaw with lead sheet flashing, available from roofing and industrial suppliers. Wrap the lead so it folds over the outside of the jaws and staple through it on the outside so the staples don't mar the sawblade. The lead deadens the vibrations of the file. Combined with the brace behind the vise, this makes for a rock-solid filing vise. Saws are rated in points of teeth-per-inch, the more teeth per inch, the finer the saw. The type of file you use depends on the January/ February 1988
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Begin the saw-sharpening process by lev eling the teeth with a jointer (left) . Though the author is shown using a com mercial model, you can make one from a wood block grooved to accept a file. The jointer holds a file level and perpendicu lar to the sawteeth. Moving from handle to tiP, draw the jointer down the blade 's length until a small flat is filed at the top of each tooth. A saw set (right) bends alternate teeth to the left or right. Set every other tooth in one direction first, reverse the saw and set the remaining teeth in the opposite direction.



To begin filing a handsaw, clamp the saw in the vise with the handle to your right (above). Using a three-corner file, start at the toe and work to the heel, filing the teeth facing away from you. Reverse the saw, start at the toe again, and file back to the heel. The photo at left shows the 10° slant of the saw vise that contributes to the sloping gullets filed into the saw teeth. Note that a grip is also attached to the file 's tip for more comfort and stabil ity. The final step is to lightly dress the side of the teeth with a three-cornered file tipped on edge (right). This step removes burrs on the side of the teeth, making for a cleaner cut. Dressing the sides also removes a slight amount of set and can remedy saws that rattle because their kerf is slightly too wide.



saw's teeth size. A lO-point saw has 1 0 tips and nine full teeth (not 10 teeth) per inch and is sharpened with a 7-in . , extra-slim taper, three-cornered file. All saw-sharpening files are three-cornered and taper slightly along their length. These files get progressively thinner in cross section and are rated as: taper, slim taper, extra slim taper and double extra-slim taper. A six- or seven-point ripsaw has coarser teeth than a 10-point crosscut saw and thus would re quire a larger file; a 7-in. slim taper will do nicely for this saw. If you're having trouble deciding which file to use, bring the saw to the hardware store and fit the file between the teeth. Saw files are also available from: Home Lumber Co., 499 Whitewater St., Whitewater, Wis. 53190. Be fussy when choosing a file, because
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one that is too large for the saw will file one tooth to oblivion while you are concentrating on getting the other one sharp. A file too small will rattle in the gullet, cutting only one side of a tooth when it should be cutting the face of the adjacent tooth as well. Add a wood handle to the file's tang and another at the tip. The two han dles provide better control and more comfort than one handle. Sawtooth jointer and saw set-A jointer is simply a jig for hold



ing a flat-mill bastard file. When drawn along the length of the sawblade, from the handle to the toe , it files teeth down to a uniform height. You can buy a commercially made jointer or make one out of a wood block with a slot cut in it to hold the file.



A saw set is a forming tool that bends the tooth against a minia ture anvi l . The set in a saw's teeth makes the kerf slightly wider than the saw's body, and hence reduces drag on the saw. There are a couple of different styles of sets, but the one with a pistol grip works the best. Stanley Tool Co. sti ll makes them, and they come with a nu mbered screw-knob adjustment-available from: Frog Tool Co. Ltd. , 700 Jackson Blvd., Chicago, I l l . 60606. Mine is numbered from 4 to 16, with each number correspond ing to the points-per-inch of a saw. To set the teeth of a 1 0-point saw, roll the set's knob to 10 until it l ines up with the anvil. Hold the saw handle under your arm and, starting at the toe of the saw, place the first tooth leaning away from you between the anvil and the set's punch block and squeeze the set's handle. Set every tooth leaning away from you from there to the handle. This com pletes one side . For the other side, tuck the handle between your knees and work from the toe again, repeating the procedure. How much set to use is based on experience; the numbers on the sets act as a guide, but don't go entirely by them . Green wood puts greater drag on the saw and hence requires more set; dry wood requires less set. If the saw is dragging, increase the set. Watch for saws that are taper ground, their blades are thicker at the teeth than at their back and require less set . This feature was found in the more expensive saws, but is seldom seen now.
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g crosscut saws -I ' l l explain how to sharpen an 8-point crosscut saw because these are relatively common. First, joint the teeth down. This is done in the handle-to-toe direction until you see flats form on the tops of the teeth and the teeth shine. You can hold the saw in your hand during jOinting rather than locking it in a vise. Set the teeth if they need it. It's possible to set your saw after it's sharpened, just do it carefully so as not to damage any of the cleanly-filed teeth. I have received saws for sharpening with teeth so badly out of shape that both the teeth and gullets had tq be rough filed before setting. Put your saw in the vise with the toe either to your right or to your left. In the photos, the saw has its toe to the left. File the face of the first tooth leaning away from you at the toe . Hold your file with its handle angled back to the saw's grip about 30° to produce sloping sides on the teeth known as fleam. Tilt the file's handle down from horizontal toward you about 1 5 ° . The downward slope of the vise, combined with the slope of the file, produces a gullet slope of about 25 This produces deeper gullets than saws filed on machines where the file moves in a horizontal line, leaving level gullets. I'm inclined to agree with my father, who claimed this aspect of hand sharpening makes a saw cut better, because the deeper gullets chamber more sawdust-the gullets are capable of handling what the teeth bite off. The profile of a crosscut saw's tooth is best described in this manner: If you drew a line along the tips of all the saw's teeth, and then struck a perpendicular from that line across the width of the blade, each tooth front would have a 1 5 ° slope from the perpendicular. Each tooth back would slope at a 45° angle from the perpendicular. If the front angle is more than 1 5 ° to the per pendicular, the saw wi ll not cut as quickly. If the angle is less than 1 5 " , then the saw will have a tendency to bite off too much wood and it will chatter. In addition to the angles of tooth profile, fleam angle affects cutting ability as wel l . Fleam angle bevels the front of each tooth, giving each a shearing effect. Think of sharpening a chisel as you file each tooth. Too much bevel results in a sharper tooth that cuts faster, but du lls sooner. Too blunt, and it's slow cutting. Sharpe
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In this process, you are filing the front of one tooth and the back slope of another at the same time. Watch the tops of the teeth so you file only half of each jointed flat-the remainder of the flat is filed away when the saw is turned around and the op pOSite-set teeth are filed. Don't try to bring them to a point the first time across. When you reach the handle, turn the saw so its toe is to the right and start filing at the toe again. This time bring each tooth to a pOint . Thunk each tooth as you 're finished with it to remove the burr, otherwise the point will be hidden by the burr and you won't be able to tell whether it needs more fil ing. File the teeth with long strokes without wobbling. Go at it as if you mean it; avoid timid jabs. By using side pressure on the file stroke, you can take more off the larger teeth (these require the removal of more metal) , while easing up on the smaller ones. Take the saw out of the vise, lay it on a flat surface and dress the teeth with a triangular file tipped up slightly so it is removing material on the set portion of the teeth only. This step evens the set by removing the burrs hanging off the side of the teeth and helps ensure a clean-cutting saw. Take a look at your handiwork to see the results. Check the height of the teeth to see how uniform they are. If a few teeth are below the height of the other teeth on the blade , don't refile the saw until all teeth are the same height. The low teeth will come up to the correct height as the surrounding teeth are lowered by subsequent sharpenings. Hold the saw with the toe just a l ittle to the side of your nose, and eyeball the row of teeth on that side. If they look like a nice, even picket fence, congratulate yourself. Then, with the saw toe in line with your nose, look down the teeth again. You should see a nice, clean V-groove formed by the alternating set of the teeth. Carefully place a fine sewing needle in the V. If it slides the length of the blade without fall ing off, you can drink with the masters. The process I described above is open to variation. Each filer has his own style regarding tooth angle, set, where to start, where to finish and so forth. Filing techniques are as individual as fingerprints. Some saw filers put less slope on the gullet, some prefer none . Some put sl ightly more slope, in profile, on the front of the tooth and decrease the rear slope . After you get the hang of it, sharpening a saw becomes fast and easy. A first class job can be done in about 20 minutes, proViding the saw hasn't hit a nail or been damaged in any way. A damaged saw needs a complete overhau l, and this may take twice that amount of time. However, saws that are only "wood dull" can be sharp ened two or three times without jOinting or setting. Sharpening ripsaws-You file a ripsaw differently than a cross



cut saw, though the process of jointing and setting the teeth is the same. If you are right-handed, put the saw in the vise with the toe to your right and file from the toe to the handle . Move the fi le perpendicular to the long axis of the saw and hold it horizontally (if you have a vise that tips back 1 0 ° , hold the tip of the file down 10° to compensate for this) . Unl ike a crosscut saw, the teeth on a ripsaw have neither fleam nor sloping gullets. If you are so inclined, you can start at the toe and, with each stroke, file the front of one tooth and the back of another, whether it slopes toward you or away. You can also file a ripsaw like a cross cut by filing only the teeth sloping away from you , then reverse the file and repeat the process. A ripsaw is given less set than a crosscut of corresponding points per inch. The profile of a ripsaw's teeth differs from a crosscut as wel l . To describe their profile, revert back to a perJanuary/ February 1988
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pendicular drawn along the saw's teeth. The front of the tooth coincides with the perpendicular, while the back of the tooth slopes at 60° . Trouble-shooting a saw-If you find the saw binding, don't



keep pushing or you 'll put a kink in it. Keep a chunk of paraffin on hand to give the body-not the teeth-of your saw a rub . You can also use sil icone spray. This lubrication may save your saw and your temper until you can put more set in the teeth. If your saw rattles and wobbles in the kerf, it has too much set. Lay the sawblade on a flat surface and side dress the teeth with a three-corner file. I snapped off an old three-corner file to 5 in. long, because they are easier to hold with one hand like this. To break the file, hold it in a vise and then whack it with a hammer close to the vise jaws (wear eye protection while doing this) . Break off the file's tang and tip. The teeth are given two or three gentle swipes with the shortened file canted with the set of the teeth, not held flat to the blade. What saws are worth owning and sharpening ? Since handsaws are likely to last a l ifetime, it is worth taking the time to pick a good, new saw or repair an old one. I prefer the latter option, because the old saws are generally of better quality. Yet there are old saws that are of poor quality or so badly damaged that you'd best pass them over. Below are some of the criteria I use for judging a saw and some of the techniques I use to salvage a good old one. You can find plenty of old saws hanging in sheds, in barns and for sale at flea markets and auctions. Among the best of these, I feel, are the old Disstons. The saws of Henry Disston, the company's founder, will probably live forever. And they should. Despite the fact that they came in various grades, I 've never met up with a bad, old Disston or seen a better saw, though I'm sure there are saws that are just as good. Best of all, old Disstons are still relatively plentiful. I suggest snatching them up before the antique tool collectors do. The key to their quality lies in their combination of hardness and ductility-two characteristics often at odds with each other. Other saw manufacturers couldn't match Disston's Rockwel l hardness o f 5 2 - 5 4 . "They didn't know the secret o f how t o roll a new saw sheet so the teeth would not break during setting at that hardness, " Bill Disston, Henry's great grandson, once told me. That explains why many of the saws made by the competition have a Rockwel l hardness of only 46-48. Don't pass over a saw that has a moderate amount of rust on its blade . Often this can be sanded off with wet-or-dry sandpaper



Handsaws and how to



lubricated with mineral spirits. If the saw is badly pitted from rust, pass it by, because pitted teeth are l ikely to break off during setting and will never have a sharp, clean edge, even after filing. Pass over stainless steel and chrome alloy saws. When these first appeared, they were well-received by forgetful carpenters who left their saws out overnight. That they wouldn 't rust was the only thing they had going for them. After many attempts during my 10 years of commercial saw sharpening, I gave up on them . Their steel is simply too soft . It's hard to say whether you shou ld buy a saw with a kinked blade . You 'll have to judge it for yourself. A really bad kink may be difficult or impossible to remove, while a moderate one can be removed in a few minutes. There are two kinds of kinks: the slow, gradual kind and the abrupt kind. To remove a gradual kink, bend the sawblade in the opposite direction of the kink and then let it spring back. An abrupt kink is very hard to get rid of because the metal has been stretched almost to the breaking pOint, but if you work careful ly, even these kinks can be re moved. I 've had good luck using the fol lowing technique . First, open the jaws on a large machine vise wide enough to span the area of the kink. Lay the blade flat on the vise with the jaws spanning the kink. Lightly hammer the kinked portion of the blade, wh ile gradually closing the vise jaws. This supports the blade while working toward the kink's center. This is hit last and has be hammered a bit more than the other areas to stretch the metal far enough so the blade will pop back straight. It's worth having a saw with a good handle, even if you have to make the handle yourself. A saw should hang comfortably from your hand. I wouldn't reject a good saw with a bad or damaged handle, I ' d repair it. This makes sense, because many old saws have missing or damaged handles and many new saws have un comfortable handles. The handle should position your arm so it puts as much power as possible behind the saw in each stroke. The perfect grip should feel like a natural extension of your arm. I prefer a grip that rakes forward sl ightly. A grip that cocks your grasp too far backward, or too far forward for that matter, makes a saw feel awkward and tiring to its user. So there you have it, a lifetime of my father'S experience passed along to me and now to you . The rest of it is just practice.
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Harold "Dynamite " Payson builds boats in South Thomaston, Me. , and writes on saw sharpening and boat building. His book, Keeping the Cutting Edge, is available for (plus postage) from WoodenBoat, Box Brooklin, Me.
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by Henry T . Kramer



I use power saws most



and panel saws, 1 6 in. to 24 in. long. The



lumber with as few return strokes as possible.



ofthe time. But every once in a while I grab a



average saw today measures 26 i n . long,



Also, sawing with long, smooth strokes is



I love handsaws. Sure,



handsaw off the rack and save a lot of time



though saws 1 6 in. to 22 in. long seem to be



more comfortable and more satisfying than



and trouble. Yes, I know a power saw cuts a



selling well-probably because their short



sawing with short, choppy strokes.



lot faster, but that's only part of the story.



ened length makes them less expensive.



Sometimes the work is too big, too long or



Saw with one hand only, as using two



There is no advantage to a shorter saw,



hands will require an awkward position toward the board. The one exception is rip



unsteady, and the power saw can't be used



however, except the paltry difference in



without risking damage or injury, or rigging



price, which itself is a false economy. It takes



ping thick stock, where you l iterally may



up jigs, braces or heaven knows what. Another



more work to saw through a board with a



find yourself standing on top of the stock.



I like to do



short saw, so the few dollars saved will be of



Position yourself for maximum mechani



no advantage in the long run. A longer blade



cal advantage when sawi ng. Your sawing



Traditionally, saws came in three sizes,



means fewer but longer strokes and fewer re



arm and that shoulder should be in line with



measured along the teeth from heel to toe:



turn strokes. Since you're not sawing lumber



the cut. In most cases, you 'll want to posi



on the return stroke, it pays to saw as much



tion yourself so you can see the line you are



reason for handsawing is that



it. A



harp saw, properly set, is a joy to use.



good, s
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cutting to without looking over the saw blade. Position the stock at a height you find comfonable and efficient-this will require some experimentation, depending on how tall you are and the kind of cut you're mak ing. You can crosscut thin stock by clamping it to a typical 30-in.-tall workbench. Sawing thick stock requires considerably more force, however, and you may find a standard-height workbench is simply too high to allow you to get enough force behind the saw. A pair of shon (24 in. tall, or so) , sturdy sawhorses is a definite advantage with these cuts.



Crosscut sawing



Rip sawing



Saw held at 45° to work.



Saw held at 60° to work.



'. (' .



45°



For crosscutting,



hold the saw with its tooth line at 4 5 ° . Stand with your feet about shoulder-width apan and your forward foot pOinting ahead. For fine cutting, make your mark with a knife on the face and edge of the board, but for rough work simply mark the board across its width with a pencil . Grip the board over the edge with your free hand and steady the saw when staning the cut by butting the thumb of that hand up to the blade. The saw should rest just slightly on the scrap side of the line-the more profi cient you get, the closer you'll be able to saw to the line. Draw the saw back, putting light pressure on the saw to make it cut slightly. In softwood, using a sharp saw, it may take just one back stroke to get the saw started. In hardwoods, it may take three or four. Also, the coarser the saw's teeth, the more difficult it is to start the cut. Finally, watch your thumb, if the saw jumps out of the kerf in the beginning of the cut, you could get a nasty cut-don't underestimate the damage a saw can do just because it's powered by hand and not electricity. Cut with long and smooth strokes using as much of the sawblade as possible. careful, though, that you don't draw the saw right out of the kerf on the re turn stroke. Western saws don't cut on the back stroke, so lift the saw slightly when drawing it back. It will take some practice before you can crosscut a board it's square across the face and edge. A saw that is properly sharpened and set will easily saw to the line. A saw that wanders from the line, despite your best efforts, has too much set on the side it wanders to. Though it's vinually impossible to correct a cut that has gone significantly awry, a small deviation can be corrected by flexing the handle toward the line and working the saw back after a few strokes. But if it looks like the saw is going to run off significantly, let it wander where it chooses rather than twist and jam the saw in an attempt to get it back on track. Suppon the board with your free hand when you get to the end of the cut. Don't saw as aggressively as you near the end, rather ease the saw out to reduce splintering. There are a couple of different ways to crosscut a board. Some woodworkers dip the saw below 4 5 ° slightly while drawing it back to stan it; others dispense with this. Once started, you can saw straight across the board without altering the pitch of the saw or you can provide a kerf for the saw to follow by sloping the saw down slightly, making a few cuts, and then resuming the
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so



45° sawing angle. Either method works, it just depends on which you like more. A ripsaw is held at 60° while cutting, and it requires a lighter touch to get staned be cause of its coarse teeth. Start a ripsaw by holding it nearly parallel to the face of the workpiece (about 5°), and very lightly push it forward so it just begins to nick the edge. The configuration of a ripsaw's teeth means that it has hardly any scoring effect pulling it backward, hence it has to be started on a for ward stroke. Some older ripsaws have finer teeth at the toe to overcome this problem-I suggest you snatch up one of these if you find it. Bring the saw up to 60° after you get it started and saw as you would with a crosscut saw, using long, rhythmiC strokes. Ripsaws have a tendency to jam in the kerf as the cut progresses and the kerf closes on the saw. Correct this by inserting a thin stick or wedge in the kerf, not enough to spread it Significantly, but just enough to keep it open. You can also keep the kerf open by spreading a wooden parallel-jaw clamp over it and tightening it down.



Before sharpening or tuning



the teeth of a new saw, remove the anti-rust coating it will almost certainly have. This coating is an effective rust inhibitor, but it reduces the ef fect of set on the saw's teeth and also creates a fair amount of drag. It's not easy to remove. You can remove it from the body of the saw with a sharp razor, rub it off with steel wool and lacquer thinner, acetone, or benzine (not "benzene," which is toxic) . If all these methods fai l , try using paint remover or brush cleaner. In any case, wear protective gloves and a respirator. Remove a saw's handle and give the blade under the handle a good coating of grease to inhibit rust, then replace the handle. Finally, set and sharpen the saw. The ma chine sharpening that saws receive at the fac tory is inadequate and often badly done. I lubricate the sawblade before I use it. I apply sparingly a thin coat of machine oil and rub it in well . Some woodworkers apply paste others use p i n. Regardless of which you use, don't let a residue of sawdust and din build up on the blade. Remove this gunk every so often by lightly wiping the blade with steel wool and mineral spirits. Some don't use a lubricant on the grounds that it
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may stain the work. I haven't found this to be a problem, because a sawn surface is always cleaned up with a plane or sanded smooth. Don't toss handsaws in a drawer or on a pile where they can rub together and be come dull. A wall rack or a rail with pins to hang saws on works well. If you carry them to the job site, make a seperate canvas sheath for each saw. Because sharpening handsaws is more work than sharpening a chisel or a plane iron, it's tempting to use them dull. Don't do it. A dull handsaw will jam in the kerf and bend, and a bent handsaw is much more difficult to repair than a chipped chisel or plane iron. Take the time to s n a dull saw, you'll t yourself for it while you're using it. You don't even have to use a handsaw to tell if it's dull; if the teeth tips reflect light as a line, then you know its time to refile it.
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hank When using backsaws,



you have to be careful . Given a chance, they'll "getcha," and you'll wind up with more of them than you ever thought you would. For a long time I never thought much about them, but I dis covered I like their small size and fine teeth (you can get them with as many as 20 or more teeth per inch) . Backsaws take their name from the rigid back or spine attached to the blade. The added weight of the back is a help, I've found, in keeping the saw on track, but its primary use is to make the blade more rigid to further reduce the tendency of the blade to wander during critical cuts. A backsaw is an instrument used for fine joinery and not rapid cut-off work. I own half a dozen or so in 8-in . , 1 O-in . , and 1 2-in. sizes, each filed in crosscut and rip patterns. Backsaws come from the factory as cross cuts , and converting them to ripsaws is something you should try only after you be come an experienced saw filer. Convening a crosscut to a ripsaw sounds radical at first, but the practice is more widespread than you might think, finding such advocates as Tage Frid, woodworking professor emeritus of the Rhode Island School of Design. A backsaw filed with rip teeth makes sense, since you are mostly ripping when you saw a tenon or a dovetail joint.
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Hen ry Kramer works wood in So mer ville, N.J.
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Excess ounces mean lost payload and range for aircraft, thus the authors used honeycomb and foam-core panels to construct feather weight veneered cabinets for this Bell helicopter-offering the beauty and durability of solid wood in a fraction of the weight.
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hen a corporation or affluent individual decides to customize an aircraft's interior, they're likely to choose one of a handful of specialized aviation companies in Florida, Texas or California. Tracor Aviation in Santa Barbara, Ca lif., is one of them . Not too long ago, Tracor recruited five of us to assist their skilled but understaffed shop when a Bell 2 14 helicop ter needed a custom interior on a tight deadline. None of us had done aircraft work before, but our experience with composites, offbeat construction and cabinetmaking made us a good choice. We were trained on-the-run by Tracor's resident pros, Russ Schall and Calvin Grandy, working 1 2 hours a day, seven days a week. During the three months spent on the helicopter project, we learned that building aircraft cabinetry has much in common with terra-firma furnituremaking. The work is exacting and of high integrity. Costly, hard-to-find materials are often employed. joinery and finishing techniques require patience, practice and skill. But turn the comparison to the topic of weight, and the analogy suddenly ends. Because in the world of aircraft construc tion, saving weight is an obsession. Our job was to build cabinets for three areas of the chopper: the forward bulkhead, the head and the medical area. The forward bulkhead cabinet was the largest and most complex; roughly 7 ft. long, 30 in. high and 16 in. deep, it consumed more than 2,000 man-hours. It had a drop-leaf desk, hidden stereo and rotating re freshment bar, with icebox. The head-rumored to be one of only three in existence on a helicopter-was enclosed by a sliding door. A medical compartment contained life-support equipment for the elderly overseas dignitary who had commissioned the pro ject-a patron we'd never meet. One-upmanship among the rich and famous is by no means the sole contributor to the high cost of modifying aircraft. Work done in the United States must conform to rigid Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) standards. Changes in design-large or small, structural or cosmetic-are closely regulated, and must be documented with drawings that accompany the aircraft's logbook
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at all times . Paneling and cabinets-even those which appear to be seamlessly connected-must be structurally independent and detach quickly from their mounting brackets. (The cabinets we built were designed to be removed completely in four hours or less-a task performed after every 20 hours of operation as part of a helicopter's never-ending maintenance cycle.) For passen ger safety, there can be no sharp angles, nor any latchless door or drawer that could pop open in flight. Close fits, careful detail ing and rugged materials are absolute requirements, not options dependent upon the client's budget. I ndeed, the tightness of joints, door gaps and drawer fits are encouraged in no uncertain terms: No fixture aboard any aircraft can rattle. Period. Above all, materials must withstand shock, vibration and in flight flexing, yet still be exceedingly lighrweight. Some familiar materials-aluminum, polycarbonate, urea formaldehyde and resor cinol glue among them-were developed to provide this high strength-to-weight ratio. Plastic-laminate work is typical in commer cial aircraft, although cabinetry aboard private craft (including the Bell we worked on) often incorporates fine-wood veneers. Solid wood is limited to such applications as handrails and moldings. When finished, our cabinets were visually indistinguishable from a comparable plywood project surfaced with high-quality veneer. Knocking on a countertop or side panel would betray one differ ence: A hollow-sounding material had replaced plywood as the veneer's substrate. That material was a honeycomb-core composite panel-the material of choice for aircraft cabinetry and casework. Skiers are familiar with the aluminum honeycomb-core materials used to make a few brands of skis. But the array of composite-panel combinations available to the aircraft industry is broad and varied. Basically, composite panels are specified and custom-made for each job based on the panel thickness, skin material and core need ed to satisfy structural requirements. Panels can be purchased in standard sizes, or can be specified in just about any dimension. And their cost is considerable: A 4-ft. by 8-ft. panel of 1 -in. aluminum skin/aluminum-core honeycomb costs about $ 1 ,500.



Most composite panels fall into one of two categories: honey comb or foam core_ The former draws upon the open-celled, hexagonal structure of bees' honeycomb fo r l i gh twe ight strength; the latter is more economical, but has a less desirable strength-to-weight ratio. Skins are most often fiberglass or alumi num, although Kevlar-the material of choice for bullet-proof vests-is sometimes specified when added puncture resistance is needed. Cores might be made of aluminum, fiberglass or phenolic resin, with cells ranging from Ys in. to 1 in. across . Regardless of composition, however, these precision-grade panels are incredi bly lightweight: The massive forward bulkhead cabinet we built weighed in at a featherlight 75 lb. A comparable sol id-wood or plywood case would weigh 400 lb. to 500 lb. Understandably, the high cost of materials affected the way we approached layout. As woodworkers, we were accustomed to sneaking up on a fit by planing, scraping or sanding. But panel skins and veneers-already engineered to their minimum thick ness-require greater accuracy, with little recourse for adjustment after the fact. Measured drawings-many full-scale-were delivered to us daily from the engineering department. Templates were made to fit the craft's interior, then carefully scribed to the final fit. Cutting was relatively simple, with the composites handled much like particleboard on a 3-HP tablesaw with triple-chip car bide blades. Straightening, tapering and fine-sizing were done on an 8-in. jointer with carbide knives. Assembly is where things got really exotic. Naturally, a fastener depends on the structural properties of the material being joined. In wood, tightly bound fibers can be shaped into mechanically interlocking joints, then glued or screwed. Not so with honey comb aircraft panels, which are composed primarily of air pockets with thin membranes between-not much to get a grip on . Aircraft deSigners have evolved some clever solutions. The sim plest of these is the fastening pin-a hollow, dowel-like aluminum pin flared at one end and perforated along its entire length (see_ figure 1 , right) . A fastening pin is used wherever you'd use a dowel to through-peg in solid wood. Inserted into a hole drilled through the face of one panel into the edge of another, these pins are filled with structural epoxy-a black goo about the consistency of sili cone sealant that sets up to a sandable hardness within two hours. The epoxy is injected with a pressurized air gun that resembles a caulking gun, and it oozes out through the pin's holes, filling the surrounding cells. Later, the excess is filed or sanded flush. Wherever a screw is needed, potted inserts are used. These cup shaped fasteners have a pair of holes in the rim (see figure 2) and threads that are distorted to create a vibration-proof lock. The in serts are fitted into a flat-bottomed hole drilled with a special, self-centering bit. A temporary gummed tab with matching twin holes is laid over the top of the insert to keep it afloat in the hole and flush with the panel's surface . Then, through a process called "potting," black epoxy is injected through the rim of the insert until it fills the surrounding cavity and spurts out through the second hole. Any epoxy that escapes can later be filed smooth. In areas where hinges, hardware, solid-wood details or other structural elements must be attached to the fragile edge of a honeycomb panel, a reinforcement called a hardpoint is needed. To create a hardpoint, the panel's edge is first mortised out. (We mortised with a die grinder held freehand, but a jig can be made to allow a small router to do the job.) Then, the edge is filled with a hardwood strip bedded ' in epoxy (see figure 3) . Even when a honeycomb panel edge won't be exposed to high impact, its fragile, sliced-open cells must be closed, reinforced and smoothed out-to complete the integrity of the panel. We
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Composite-panel fastening techniques Fig.



1:



Fastening pin



Epoxy injected through flared head of pin with pressurized air gun oozes out through bleed holes and fills surrounding cells.



Panel skin



Honeycomb cells sliced open like these will require edge filling.



Fastening Pin Fig.
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Excess epoxy before filing flush
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Potted insert
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Where screw is required, threaded insert is fitted into flat-bottomed hole.



Gummed tab keeps insert afloat in hole and level with panel surface until epoxy cures.



Threaded insert Honeycomb panel



Fig.



3: Hardpoint



Honeycomb core is mortised out and replaced with hardwood insert bedded in epoxy.



The hardpoint provides the strength and rigidity needed to attach hinges, hardware, veneer, etc., or to stiffen door and table edges.
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The forward bulkhead- the largest cabinet built- required more than 2, 000 man-hours. Its drop-leaf desk, hidden stereo and rotating refreshment bar (with icebox) were operated by solenoid switches.
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below: The sink's curved front edge was Above ker/ bent and laid up on a form. Later, its face was faired out with a 'featherfill' epoxy to create the smooth edge seen in the photo at right. The lower head cabinet held the water supply, waste tank and pump in a self-contained module that can be re moved in a few minutes. The upper cabinet housed an intercom, pushbutton water control and storage.



accomplished this goal with an epoxy edge filling after first tamping down the exposed cells on the panel's edge-to provide a firmer footing for the epoxy. The resulting channel was then packed with an epoxy edge-filling compound that resembled marshmallow topping. Masonite strips coated with Mylar tape (to serve as a mold-release agent) were then taped firmly in place along the edge of the cabinet to act as a flat form for the edging compound. When the epoxy set up in 24 hours or so (sooner with the help of heat guns) , these strips were removed. The final truing was done by hand with files and sanding blocks. To build the curved sink unit, fiberglass-skinned foam core was kerfed on X-in. centers and laid up on a form pieced together with hot-melt glue (see photo, above ) . The inner, cut side was then reinforced with fiberglass and resin, and fitted with thin ve its contours. neer cut The time spent on filling, hand-truing, fi ling and prepping go on forever. Dozens of little access doors and cable seemed be immaculately routed, filled, routed again for ports had cleanup, then filed smooth. Inserts for drawer glides were located, drilled and potted. In cases where potted inserts were laminated over, their holes had to be located and brought to the surface-no small feat, since every square inch of cabinet interior (even com partments which would be filled with drawers) was covered with a black plastic laminate. H it-and-miss scribing of curved surfaces and panels added hours to the project. Installing all the special solenoid swi tches and specialty hardware-including door strikes handcrafted on-the-spot from stainless steel-added to the job's complexity. All in all, I 'd estimate that the man-hours invested in the main bulkhead cabinet outnumbered by tenfold
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what a comparable solid-wood or plywood project might require . Finally, we faced the cabinets with Ya-in.-thick bird's-eye-maple veneer, a custom glue-up composed of six plies. The veneer was cut with routers and affixed to the compOSite-panel substrate with 3M # 1 357 industrial contact cement-the most tenacious I've ever used. When the adhesive set up, the veneer's edges were trimmed with a router. With the cabinets completed, all that was left was to wait our turn on the installation agenda. The schedule was broken down into preCise, I S-minute intervals. A careful sequence of interior panels, carpets, cabinets and seating was to be observed. I ' m told that most custom aircraft projects run on neurotic energy. Days last 18 hours. Drama and hysteria are ever-present. Adrenalin hurtles a tired crew across the finish line. At dawn on the last day, a C - 1 30 transport taxied onto the ramp outside our hanger. The fee for 30 hours' use of this high-tech moving van would exceed the annual income of most households. At 3 :00 a.m. the next morning, the helicopter-unbolted into bite sized sections-disappeared into the rear loading door of the transport. We went back to our semi-normal lives in Santa Barbara. Accustomed as we are to working in small cabinet shops, the helicopter project resembled factory work a bit too closely for our tastes. Still, the hours spent filling and filing were quite an experi ence, and we can't help but think fondly of our splendid little paneled room, flying over the ocean on a warm tropical day.
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. Doug Hechter is a Santa Barbara, Calif , deSigner/craftsman. Russ Schall



is



a fumituremaker currently working as an aircraft



cabinetmaker. He also lives in Santa Barbara. Photos by authors.



Richard Scott Newman of Rochester, N.Y., has become well-known for furniture inspired by careful study of clas sic architecture styles. This demilune, made of Swiss pear and ebony, was priced at $7,600.
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he easiest way to reach the town of Mendocino, perched out on a cliff-edge on the Pacific about three hours drive north from San Francisco, is by a two-lane highway with beautifully banked curves called Route 1 28. The road winds and twists northwest through 40 miles of warm, tawny, California hills, vineyards and orchards, and then-the weather getting steadily cooler as you approach the coast-plunges into the shade of a columnar forest of silent, giant redwoods, only breaking into the light again as it reaches the sea. Route 1 2 8 i s used heavily b y logging trucks. They like to g o barreling through the woods at breakneck speeds, terrifying the sedans Photo: Nonhlight StudiOS



and Winnebagos poking along for a taste of the wine country. Since the convergence of woodworkers and galleries in Men docino during the crafts ferment that began in the 1 960s, Route 1 28 has probably also had more fine, hand-built furniture truck shipped along its length than any road of its size on earth. This may not be the kind of fact that gets into Ripley's Believe It or Not, but it's interesting: Not only are a lot of logs trundled along this highway, but also, a disproportionately large lot of what some of the world's best logs eventually become. Early last July, for example, mixed in with the usual westbound Mendocino traffic, the freight on several big transcontinental moving vans consisted January/ February 1988
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of approximately 60 original works of furniture headed for a show at Mendocino's Gallery Fair. The directors of Gallery Fair, Bill and Lynette Zimmer, have staged regional shows before, but last July marked their first at tempt at a survey of furniture on a national scale, pulling together works from points as distant as Maine, in one direction, and Hawaii, in another. To Californians, if you think about it, either direction is the Far East; and apparently an East where trucking companies move inscrutably to some beat of their own, because at the eleventh hour, a major segment of the show, supposedly en route, was still languishing on the dock of a truck terminal in Massachu setts. Everything made it to MendOcino, though, in time for the opening. All told, there were contributions by 44 woodworkers, a show impressive in its scope, if not in its consistency. The show was called Contemporary Furniture Masterpieces, but for the sake of truth in advertiSing, I think it was pushing it to say everything in the show was a masterpiece . I felt there were a few, but the use of the word "masterpieces" was just overheating the promotion . The word leaves no room for questions; its gush gets in the way; I think people would rather decide these things ex say that things weren't done for themselves. This isn't tremely high standards of workmanship. If anything, I felt that a myopic preoccupation with workmanship too often overwhelmed the makers' perspectives on what they were doing. Sometimes I didn't see much inclination to question what all this brandishing of workmanship might be for: Things were beautifully done, but that didn't necessarily add up to beautiful things, merely fanatical ones. There was also a preference for work that looked urgent, for things that are supposed to jump out and hit you between the eyes instead of contenting themselves to simply stand there and give off a steady hum. Good wasn't good enough, it had to be grandiloquent. It made for a show of work that was anxiously theatrical, too tricked out and gimmicky for my tastes. I also had to wonder at the way the gallery went about making its choice of works for the show. Initially, the Zimmers irivited more than 1 00 furnituremakers to submit slides for consider ation, but the final selection was actually made by two of the show's participants, Sam Maloof and Alphonse Mattia. I thought that was a little odd-jurying one's own work, but I didn't reflect too deeply on it at the time, maybe because I ' m from Chicago, where clout is a way of l ife . Ignoring the tendency in art and politics for one hand to wash the other, however, I thought the jurors were reasonably open minded in their choice of works for the show. So much so, in fact, that I felt no strong sense of any controlling vision-no central conviction expressed-about the work in survey. Also, although the show was eclectiC, if it was meant to be representa tive of what is going on in furniture nationally, it seemed to me there were some conspicuous and disappointing omissions. For example, there wasn't a single work by James Krenov or by any of his students, past or present, though Krenov runs a school practically right up the street, in Fort Bragg. Only one craftsman was represented from all the vast Middle West, and none from Canada, which is home to some strong talents in furniture . Shortcomings aside, however, the show still had the breadth of a museum survey. It also paid off: By mid-August, some 20 pieces, better than $ 1 50,000 worth of work and commissions, had been sold. From his perspective as a dealer, Bill Zimmer says that the debate about whether furniture is an art or a craft is fruitless-if he can sell furniture the same way works of art are sold, then as far as he's concerned, it's a moot point. The debate goes on, though, and to keep the dialogue open, Zimmer arranged a semi-
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The hanging mirror by Timothy Simonds, below, is a fu sion of Oriental calligraphy with 20th-century Art Deco. The frame is made of bubinga trimmed with purpleheart moldings. The marquetry includes ebony, burl walnut and abalone shell. In a show with more than its share of glitz, John Sheriff's pedestal desk, right, was refreshing in its restraint. It's made of Honduras mahogany, the carved drawer-pulls are of ebony.



to



Photo: Mike Agliolo Studios nar and slide show among four of the show's contributors: Rosanne Somerson, Garry Knox Bennett, Maloof and Mattia. The seminar was held at the nearby Mendocino Art Center on the morning of the opening. There were no new tablets of law handed down, but people got a chance to air out their brains. Mattia, who teaches furniture design at The Swain School of Design in New Bedford, Mass. , began by showing a sequence of slides illustrating how his ideas develop from the sketchbook to finished work. He concluded by asking, "Why isn't there more personal expression in our field ?" which left me wondering, at the end, why furnituremakers feel so pressed to call themselves "artists" in the first place . It's as if somehow, wearing that hat, you rank higher in the order of the Creation. Following Mattia, Somerson rose in an impassioned defense of applied ornament, summing up with the declaration that "deco ration is functional , " meaning, if I understood it right, that furniture barren of ornament-just plain, bald woodworking-is insufficiently expressive, it fails to function on the level of what we need emotionally. Bennett came on next, beginning with a slide that looked l ike an FBI video warning: "WARNING: Discretion advised. The slide presentation you are about to see contains expl iCit, provocative views of furn iture using metal, glass, paint, plastic. Krenoids present are advised accordingly. " Bennett then went on to make some equally trenchant observations on the market for furniture in the San Francisco Bay Area. For all their reputed chic, he says, they're not really very adventuresome . . . "all they want is antiques and Oriental rugs." Maloof spoke last, reiterating his view that he'd rather look at a piece well-designed, though crudely built (citing the vitality and durability of peasant crafts), than at a badly designed piece done perfectly . . . though in the show he'd just juried, it seemed to me there was a little too much of the latter.



After a break for lunch, we all trooped over to the gallery for the opening. The champagne flowed, and going through the show, there were sights worth toasting, no matter what your tastes or critical reservations. One of the first to catch my eye was an entry mirror by Timothy Simonds of Chico, Calif. Made of bubinga, with a panel of marquetry set into the left side , the asymmetrical frame reads, overall, like a character of Oriental calligraphy. Each stick in the frame ends in a different way, the angle of the crosscut sympathetic to what's happening locally in the lines of the composition. Simonds is interested in combining Ruhlmann/Art-Deco influ ences with motifs expropriated from traditional Japanese design, which is, though most of us in the West might not be aware of it, based on a highly codified system of symbolic meanings. Until he translated, for example, I had no idea that the image of a crane represents a prosperous life, or that hexagonal patterns are an abstraction of the tortoise, which symbolizes longevity. At any rate, in another nice stroke of composition, the hexes appeared to cascade down to the mantel and spawn the other repeated element, the Ruhlmannesque scallops. Visually, the marquetry panel seemed a little overloaded to me, but on the whole I thought the mirror was a coherent and very nicely counterbal anced piece of work. From a purist's point of view, one of the show's finest pieces was a desk in Honduras mahogony by John Sheriff of Albuquerque, N.M. Overall, it had the standard form of any of thousands of staid, pedestal desks, but a closer look showed a craftsman's original and thoughtful inquiry into the particulars-the ele ments of the desk are stacked up with a great deal of care, all the details touched with a sense of quiet invention. The slight flaring of the plinths gives the desk the solidity of an old federal bank claSSical, without making a big production out of it with a lot of moldings. The two drawer cases of fiery quartersawn stock are



through-dovetailed together, with the dovetails rhythmically spaced in the best tradition of the Keeper of the Flame. ( For some tastes, this might be too naked a display of the reality of the construction. In a more conservative approach, these cases might have been veneered.) The cases are floated between ebony banded panels of Baltic birch above and below, set back to form shadow-reveals. The edge-detail of the panels that sandwich these shadows is repeated in the edge of the solid top, which is proportionately thicker, and which slightly oversails the panels below, while floating above a reveal and shadow of its own. There is also some sculptural and practical thought given to the shape and size of the ebony drawer-pul ls, undercut and down curved, in counterpoint to the upcurved edge-treatment of the top. A beautifu lly reasoned design, the desk didn't try to be spectacular, just a damn good desk. It was priced at $9,975. For an essay in grace, nothing in the show quite held a candle to the demilune table built of Swiss pear and ebony by Richard Scott Newman of Rochester, NY The piece was done in the for mal language of palace furniture from the late 1 7th to early 1 9th centuries-Louis XVI, Empire Style, that sort of thing. But it isn't really a "period piece," more something that reinvents that language and speaks it afresh. Newman is making up a kind of classiCism of his own, improvising on what he finds in the ency clopedia of old forms, shapes, and profiles, yet he seems to be doing it without the superficial mimicry of classical architectural order you see in much of the work of Post-Modern architects. The whole table is thinly outlined in ebony, as though it were a drawing. The shape of the top is not half-a-circle (demilune is French for half-moon) , but slightly more than half an ellipse, which most people, seeing it against the wall in an entryway, would agree is a more beautiful and practical curve. The fluted legs aren't simply tapered, but gradually flare as they rise, and the blunt-arrow shapes of the ebony tips on the feet seem to January/ February 1988
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For the seat and back of his maple chair below, John Marcoux updated traditional caning by weaving braid ed nylon cord through holes bored in the frames. The cord has been dyed. The three-legged chair at right repre sents a departure for Robert Erickson, whose fine rockers and armchairs, uenced by Sam Maloof and Hans Wegner, have appeared in many shows. But this piece, made of walnut and maple, retains Erickson's trademark: a sculpted, saddled seat.
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point out just exactly the right place for those feet to stand. Priced for Versailles, the table sold for $7,600. There were a lot of chairs in the show-I counted 17 different designs, including a few which by now are proven and predict able: a rocker by Maloof and one of George Nakashima's cantile vered "conoid" chairs. There were also some newer designs: of these, rwo or three were pretentiously useless, works not really meant to sit in at all. But there were also several that seriously tried to engage the problem, "chair." A thought-provoking answer to the question of what has to happen structurally for something to work as a chair came from John Marcoux of Providence, R . I . , in the form of a chair made out of m a p l e , nylon cord, a n d stainless s t e e l hardware . Marcoux's chair is constructed with methods quoted from the manufacture of sporting goods, finding the underlying principles just as applicable to some of the problems of chair design: brac ing, triangulation, lightness, responsiveness to the shifting stresses of the sitter's weight, and the capacity to withstand hard use. The seat and the back of the chair are strung l ike tennis rackets, or snowshoes-resili ently, something l ike caning. In a p layfu l touch, lightening up on the structural severity, the chair is trimmed out in the colors of a croquet set, evoking the polite
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lawn sports of the Edwardians. The system of struts and stainless fittings, all held together with acorn nuts, borrows something from Buckminster Fuller's tensegrity structures, and increases the romance of the chair as a piece of structural engineering. A less theoretical , or at least a more directly sensuous solution to the problem of where to park it was provided by Robert Erickson, a fine chairmaker from Nevada City, Calif. The central element of most of Erickson's chairs is the seat, which is voluptuously carved "saddled," as they would say in the chair industry-usually from a single wide plank, so that it cups the sitter's rump like a tractor seat. The chair Erickson showed at Mendocino has evolved, he says, from roots in the three-legged stool-chairs found in old Norwegian farmsteads, and is probably evolving still. The combination back splat/leg are bent-laminated, as are the arms. Like some of Maloofs work, many of Erickson's chairs seem not so much built as grown and grafted together agriculturally, like trees or grapevines. Erickson acknowledges the obvious influences of Maloof and Hans Wegner, but whatever he may have learned from them, he's carried it in a direction clearly his own. The example pictured above, right, is in walnut, with a seat of maple, similar to the one in the show, which had a seat of cherry and sold for $ 1 ,260. Speaking of the evolution of influences-the mutations of a



Michael Elkan of Silverton, Ore., colla borated with Jim Boesel of Brush Prairie, Wash., to build the walnut trestle table and chairs shown at left. In a colorful elaboration of George Nakashima's use of butterfly keys, Elkan and Boesel com bined two contrasting woods-desert ironwood and pink lilac-to join the tabletop'S slabs. The dining set below was made by David Powell, who studied with Edward Barnsley in England be fore coming to the United States in 1969. He teaches furnituremaking at the Leeds Design Workshop in East hampton, Mass. The set is made of Canadian maple and ebony with a lazy susan of black granite set into the table's center. Gallery Fair's show consisted mostly of furniture, but there were some nice accessories, in cluding this jewelry case, right, of bee's-wing narra by John Dodd of Rochester, N.Y.
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furniture style from one generation of woodworkers to the next-there was also an interesting variation on a theme of Nakashima in the show, in the form of a large and striking dining table and set of eight chairs all done in wide and dramatically figured walnut. The group was designed by Michael Elkan of Silverton, Ore . , and built in collaboration with Jim Boese l , whose shop is i n Brush Prairie, Wash . , not far away. Elkan him self did the chairs, and Boesel, the table . Elkan's chairs, like Erickson's, are very comfortable . Elkan's derive from Nakashima's interpretations of the Windsor style. The seats of all eight of the chairs in this set came from a single 2-in.-thick plank 25 in. wide and with enough curl and burl in it to put a spell on you . The table was built from walnut with a highly unusual marbled appearance of its own, particularly in the figure of the wel l-sawn, book-matched pair of planks (each about 18 in. wide) used for the top. The marbling, it is speculated, was not the result of grafting but of a hybridization of strains of English and claro or black walnut into a rare strain known to French lumber gourmets as "baston." The table's design is itself a hybrid of conventional trestle con struction coupled with use of a stiffening apron. Aprons are more ordinarily used for tables that have legs instead of a pair of uprights,



Photo, John Dodd



but here, an apron was needed to restrain the tendency of the wide but thin (o/.-in.) flatsawn boards of the top to warp. People in the gallery were fascinated by the butterflies that laced together the halves of the top. They were made of dark pieces of desert iron wood superimposed over pieces of pink lilac wood so bright the butterflies seemed backlit . . . a highly stylized detail next to Naka shima's standard-issue, regulation bow ties, but one that was carried through to good effect at the ends of the rwin stretchers below. I mpressive as a long trestle is in its sweep, a round table is a more sociable shape for dining. The show had a distinguished example-a table in Canadian maple and ebony, with a lazy susan in black granite and a set of six matching chairs upholstered in black silk-by David Powel l of Easthampton, Mass. Powe l l , origi nally from England, where he studied with Edward Barnsley, is a link to the tradition exemplified in Ernest Joyce's old testament, The Encyclopedia of Furniture Making. He troops the colors. Although round and sociable, Powell's table is done with a re straint and formality that suggest it is intended "for people of a certain class. " And at $7,600 for the table, and $2 ,600 for each chair, there can be little doubt which class. The tabletop is veneered in alternating segments of plain and feather-figured maple, elegantly delineating each diner's turf. Everything, table and chairs, is uniformly punctuated with ebony-black tie, all dressed up for a formal occasion. The chairs were expertly upholstered and quite comfortable, though the arms looked and felt too thin to me-too pinched and attenuated. I couldn't see how they related, visually, to the fullness of the table apron, but that may not have been one of Powell's concerns-the chairs are based on oblique, boomerang-like forms, which have a logic of their own. Space limits discussion of other works in the show. Some were good, some bad, some ugly, I thought. But you don' t have to take my word for it. You can see the show for yourself, on video. It's available, in VHS only, from Gallery Fair, P . O . Box 263, Mendocino, Calif. 95460; $25. The video will fill you in, but my best suggestion is, the next time you hear of a show in Mendo cino, get up a convoy, wend your way out Route 1 28, and see it firsthand. The scenery-out and back-is worth the trip.
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Glenn Gordon, a frequent contributor to Fine Woodworking, is a furnituremaker and writer. He lives in Cicero,
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Prices



SIASHEBI If·Piece Set N",,I1I11 81111 . ---7""7"\ �----, • • 2. . .



While everyone else is raising pnces, we're cuttmg ours on top-



Partial Arcs _ End·Grain Holes



.-



Q. (5:=:r9 � I'ljjl�llIi!!!��.�



Through Any Grain Pattern - even Knots



quality Forstner wood bit sets!



No one but no one has ever offered a 1 4-piece set for a hundred bucks! Or a 6-piece set for under $30!



UNDER



'\



OCket Hotes



Pilot Holes For Rabbeting, Mortising And GrooYing



And we're talkin' first-quality, carbon tool steel Forstners. We back them all with our 90-day guarantee!



2"



These 3/8" thru bits are primarily for drill presses or stands, but may be used in any portable drill chuck of 3/8" or larger.



I N D IV I DUAL FORSTNER BIT P R I C E S



.. -- .



70250 - %" B i t . . . . $ 6.99 70268 B i t . . $ 7.99 70276 Bit . . . . $ 7.99 70284 Bit . . . . $ 8.99 70292 Bit . . . . $ 9.99 70300 Bit . . $ 1 1 .99 70318 Bit . . $1 2.99



1 114 " 1 " 1 %" 1%" 1 %" 1 %"



- . -



70326 Bit . . 70334 - % Bit . 70342 Bit . . 70359 B it . . 70367 Bit . . 70375 Bit . . 70383 - 2" Bit . . .



$1 4.99 $1 6.99 $1 8.99 $21 .99 $23.99 $25.99 $27.99



BUY IN C O M B I NATIONS AND SAVE PLENTY!



tthhruru . "=0-=--: r---------------------------------------------------. --, I: I 0 :I • %" %" %" %" 1" 1 %"



72058 - 14-Pc. Set: %" Save $ 1 1 8.86 . 72041 - 6-Pc. Set: %" Save $23.95 . .



Ohio Residents Toll Call (216) 831 -2555



You're right, Ric Leichtung! I can't pass up this deal! Please send me: Item Number



Description



. Only



$29.99



Plan for bit caddy included FREE with your order



You Can Order By Phone: 24 HOURS A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK CALL TOLL FREE 800-321 -6840



How Many?



2" $99.00 1"



. Only



Price Each



L E I CHTUNG WORKSHOPS 1 988 CATALOG!



Total Price



II



Here's my order for Forstner bits. As my BONUS, please send me your latest f u l lcolor catalog of fine tools and hardware, PLUS all new catalogs and b u l l etins, FREE FOR THE NEXT 2 Y EARSI



I!) lI $ IllIiMil oo o '--__ _ ________________________ __________________ LEICHTUNG I I � I ___ I ____ -- �Q!!� ___ �!!9E � __ ___ 44128' J ________________________________________________________ Method of Payment:



Net Amount of Order



Insurance, Shipping Handling Check Enclosed VISA (13-16 Digits) Ohio Residents, Add 7% Tax MasterCard (16 Digits) TOTAL Good Thru



f--3 . 75 r-f----



I've enclosed $ 1 . Please send your 1 988 color catalog, PLUS all new catalogs and b u l letins FOR THE N EXT 2 YEARS!



Card # Name



Address City
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SUPER GRAND PRIZE Win one of every item in our 1 04-page 1 987 Christmas Catalog, PLUS your choice of 1 of 6 "loaded" 1 988 Chevy trucks to drive it all home! . 2 First Prizes Choose any 1 of 6 1 988 Chevy trucks, "loaded" with all the factory options you want! ( 1 st drawing, Nov. 1 6, 1 987; 2nd drawing Jan. 1 5, 1 988.) 2 Second Prizes Every item we sel l i n o u r 1 04-page 1 987 Christmas Catalog! 20 Third Prizes Sharp "HO" VHS video cassette recorders l 400 Fourth Prizes Handsome Lervad bit caddys!



• •
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Every order's an entry. . . by mall OR phone! Over 400 Prizes Guaranteed To Be Awarded! You're automatically entered in our sweepstakes when you place an order by mail or phone. No purchase necessary. To enter, i f you do not purchase, print your name and address on a 3x5" card and mail to: Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 39671, Solon, OH 44139. Enter as often as you like, but each entry must be mailed separately. Entries must be received by April " 1988. All winners selected i n a random drawing by an independent judging firm. Sweepstakes void where prohibited by law. For a complete copy of the official rules. send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Sweep stakes Rules, 4944 Commerce Parkway, Cleve land, OH 44128. Residents of WA and VT need not include return postage.



AleoTool Supply, lnc.



ELKHART, IN 465 1 6 '-:�1IA1-800-552·7604 :n 1 37·2911



-800-4



Dependable extra hands for all types of clamping and work-holding jobs: woodworking projects, home maintenance, and furniture repair.



While Quantities Last MAKITA 271 1 3620 4302C 5007NB 5077B 6002DWK 6010DWK 6012HDW 6013BR 6070DW 6092DW



Write for FREE LITERATURE. For big 32-page " how-to-clamp-it" catalog, send 50 ¢ . ASK YOUR DEALER



ADJUSTABLE CLAMPFOLKSCOMPANY THE CLAMP N.



43 1



Ashland Ave. / Chicago, I L 60622



6093DW 6800DBV 6802BV B0451 0 B04550 DP3720 J R3000V JV2000 LS 1 000 9207SPB



698. 454. 1 66. 1 00. 286. 154. 1 94. 1 1 6. 7 1/4" Circ. Saw 7 1 /4" Saw 250. 1 50. 3/8" Cordless Drill Kit 1 78. 94. 3/8" Cordless Drill1 74. 100. driver 3/8" Cordless Driver- 210. 1 2 1 . drill 1/2" Drill 208. 137. 3/8" Cordless Driver 1 08. 59. 3/8" Cordless Driver 208. 1 23. Kit 3/8" Cordless Driver 224. 1 33. Kit 78. Drywall Screwdriver 1 56. 1 92. Screwdriver 94. 54. 92. 4 3/8 4 Sander 92. 48. 4 3/8 x 4 Sander 3/8" Drill 99. 53. 208. 125. Recip. Saw Jigsaw 198. 1 1 1 . 1 0" Mitresaw 396. 1 8 1 . 7" Sander Polisher 234. 137. 10" Table Saw 1 1/4" HP Router Jig Saw
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BLACK



Eliminate your joining hassles with the latest in plate jointers now sale priced



Porter-Cable 5 5 9Vi0'rutex 0-81 45' Kaiser MINI 3D 60 12" 90' 45', Beechwood Bilesrscuits. .$19.95 of 10 0. Sizes 0, 10 or 20. Laminate Rol 33436 Ex")"ternoslieorn te with fir$1s$t96o_.r9d5er) W,S' JENKS & Son .�' � . " :" 193 DC 20 02



has a vertical handle with trig ger switch, SUPER TORQUE PO Belt drive, rotating depth adjustment, front fence for easy vertical adjustment, miter fence for precise joint matching, dust ejector and carbide tipped blade.



$169.95



Sliding fence adjusts for and joints, and registers from the top of the work piece. A rotating adjuster quickly selects groove depth for three different plate sizes. Includes carbide-tipped blade and carrying case.



$249.00



Top-of the-line joiner imported exclusively by W.S. Jenks. Powerful AEG watt motor. Non-slip rubber faceplate eliminates machine movement for perfect joints. Guide sets plates at or and up to from work edge. Steel carrying case.



$499.00



Pack



TOLL-FREE 1-800-638-6405 Send $2.00 for our comolete woodworking catalog wall roller



I Refundab



90300



1 3/4 I-IP Router Router Trimmer Saw Air Jigsaw Air Shear Air Nibbler Air Foam Culter Laminate Trimmer Offsel Base Trimmer Installers Kil Router 1 HP Router 1 1I2HP Handle Rouler 1 314 HP Fixed Base Router 3 114 HP



"0"



219. 129. 169. 359. 525. 500. 700. 1 35. 1 89.



1 23. 84. 100. 249. 365. 323. 486. 94.50 1 32.



269. 1 77. 1 59. 9 1 .50 1 95. 1 36. 243. 1 63. 500. 350.



BOSCH� tnll



1 63. 98. 1 63. 98. 1 25. 79. 1 83. 1 1 0. 232. 147. 3 1 3. 1 59. 1 74. 1 1 5. 89. 1 35. 92. 1 60. 209. 1 0 1 . 1 99. 1 3 1 . 62. 89. 72. 1 09. 89. 53. 72. 1 49. 53. 90. 54. 90. 1 1 5. 67. 269. 1 70. 1 95. 1 1 4. 1 95. 1 1 4. 33. 56. 1 1 9. 79. 1 63. 98. 1 94. 1 28. 201 . 1 27. 201 . 1 33. 219. 1 2 1 . 500. 330.



Box
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BOSCH 1 604 1 608 1 65 1 756 1 -100 756 1 - 1 01 756 1 - 102 7595-100 1 608L 1609 1 609V 1601 1602 1 606



& D ECKER



114 Holgun 1/4 Holgun Holgun Holgun 1 /2 Rev. Drill 1 0 " Mitre 3/8" Rev. Drill 3/8" Rev. Drill Drywall Scrgun Screwgun Impacl Wrench 3/8 Ratchel 3/8" Air Imp. 112" Air Imp. 1/2" Impact 1/2" Rev. Drill 1/2" Drill 4 1/4" Grinder 3/4" R. Hammer R. Angle Sander Air Sander 5" Disc Sander 7 114 Saw Cal Cutsaw Jigsaw Jigsaw Jigsaw 1 1I2HP Rouler 3 HP Rouler



1042 1046 2600 131 1 1 321 1 703 2620 1 94 1 2038 2046 65 1 3 6520 6539 6558 6590 7224 7254 2750 5014 61 1 6 61 1 8 6 1 52 3027-09 3 1 02 3 1 53 3 1 57 3 1 59 2720 3328



SIOUX



1 450HP 1454HP 02303 2P2603AQ 2P2603 2P2607



1/4" Air Drill 3/8" Air Drill Air Driver 112" Screwdriver 112" Screwdriver 112" Screwdriver



96. 145. 96. 1 45. 3 1 7 . 231 . 282. 162. 272. 157. 241 . 1 39.



MASTER POWER 1 442 1488 2298 2461 4415 51 1 1 5 1 30



1 1 4 " A i r Drill 1/4" Air DriU 1/2" sq. Dr. Impact Pos. Clutch Screwdriver Orbital Sander 3/8" Drill 112" Drill



Otbi on Jig 7551 Sew, 100 Pneuul Acti tle Model



Write For Free Catalog
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215. 1 79. 1 65. 320.



1 27. 90. 99. 1 63.



1 90.



1 1 4.



190. 1 1 8. 200. 1 28.
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* SANDPAPER *



U·CAN·BUILD ACCURATE



DESIGNS



•



RUGGED



•



19 1 11)



VIBRATION FREE
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HUGE BEARINGS & WORK ARBORS FEATURE: AMERICAN MADE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR HEAVY-STRONG MD FIBERBOARD CONSTRUCTION
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10" TILT ARBOR TABLESAW



CABINET PAPER
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1 1 30



$.6ge1 3 1 24



1 1 42



,6ge1 3 1 27



.83 11



1 1 4-4



.69 11 4 1 2114



,91 11



15/pk



27/pk



2\\ 1 16



.73 11 4 1 24



.94 11



14/pk



25/pk



3 1 18



.74 11 4 1 36



13/pk



23 / pk



12/ pk



21 / pk



(RESAWS 12" HARDWOODS WITH EASE)



lBO-A



OUTBOARD WOODLATHE



400-A



100



lSOC



50 / pk



l00/pk



$10/pk



$18/pk



503-253-881 1



5O / pk l00/pk



$ 9 / pk $16/pk



BO-A



8 / pk



100



MEASURED DRAWINGS



14/pk



M·II



50 / pk l00/pk



$13/pk $23 /pk



600A



$1.0611



OTHER ITEMS



8"



1.99 11



WIDE BElTS



9"



2.46 11



10"



3.05



12"



FREE BROCHU R E CALL:



6"



(314) 838-864 63032



15"



PUMP SLEEVES



6.95



MINIMUM



WRITE: J.M. WISE & CO. BOX 598 FLORISSANT, MO



FlAP WHEELS



JUIIBO



RES,ADI)l"



American furniture plans have been painstakingly prepared by noted cabinetmaker Carlyle Lynch. from museum pieces and private collections. Complete with bills of materials and



notes,



construction ppd. Send



for illus-



trated list of plans available



.,,=:.::



(refunded with first order).



LYNCH "\.: CARLYLE Holly Rroadway, VA residents add :1 ' . )



i"\;u-:TV,VCR. 17H.J8W.1!IO STEREO CENTER



TAX
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CHARGES AOO



SATISFACTJOIj GUARANTEED!!
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CARLYLE LYNCH 'IF\ .
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1-800-367-4101 (214)



CHECK
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STIC1l



ECON·A8RASIVES P. O. 80X 8865021 PLANO, TX 75086



R $25,00



IlASTERCARO, VISA



1975



Cabi FYour Complronet eDoorte Besv,SeTaidleedblLeGligTopsahsts.S,hop Por117tlan2d,1 OrS.Ee.gonTayl9721or 6



$16/pk S30 / pk



1.14 11



NO LOAD PAPER



15" INBOARD



Since



Custom Glass Beveling to Your Pattern



50/pk 100/pk



2.47 11



214



3 1 2314



18" BANDSAW



$



2.98 11



3 1 21



• 24"



BEVELED GLASS WORKS



NO GIMMICKS - GREAT PRICES
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WOODWORKING MACHINES
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ThiS incr razor-sharp blades and produces glass-like smooth cuts. Best results are achieved when the rough cut is made by hand or on a different saw and the finish cut is trimmed on this unit. All cast-iron construction ! Don't let the low price fool you - this is a quality unit. MODEL G 1 690 ONLY 51 1 9.95 PREPAID TO YOU !
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DOWELL���e ��:



about it, you've heard about it THIS I S ONE DYNAMITE JIG!



Regularly $49.95 MODEL G 1 662 ONLY 539.95 PREPAID TO YOU !



RAISED PANEL ROUTER BITS 250 - 1 5/8" DIA.



350 - 1 3/16" DIA.



A very popular bit.



'12"



MODEL G1 584 'I." Shank or MODEL G1 590 Shank ONL Y 51 9.95 PREPAID TO YOU



� 1-",



'12"



The most sought-after raised panel bit, available only in shank.



Y2� $ L-...i=���0 S1� �� W'1f2" WEST THE MISSISSIPPI: • . ••



MODEL G1 591 'I." Shank OR MODEL G1 592 Shank ONLY 514.95 PREPAID TO YOU
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GROOVE DOUBLE TONGUE LOCK MITER



� V2EAST THE MI S SI S SI P PI : VIS4 � ,�



OGEE FILLET - 2 5/8" DIA.



Another Winner!



An instant hit when introduced this summer. Available only in shank.



MODEL G1 679-0NLY '34.95 PREPAID TO YOU



MODEL G1588-0NLY $22.95 PREPAID TO YOU



REVERSIBLE STILE



MODEL G1 629 MODEL G1612



& RAIL ASSEMBLY I ./



E L SHANK - ONLY '37.50 PREPAID TO YOU SHANK - ONLY '37.50 PREPAID TO YOU



We also stock a large variety of shaper cutters at super low prices - call for FREE catalog OF OF 2406 REACH ROAD P.O. BOX 2069 BELLINGHAM, WA 98227 WILLIAMSPORT, PA 1 7701 (206) 647-0801 several lines. 717 326-3806 several Unes,
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DOMESTIC & FOREIGN



HARDWOODS Qua l i t y s tock fo r Cabinet Work



I"



Most a l l s izes from up to 4 " in t h ic kness
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EXCALIBUR II PRECISION SCROLL SAW
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FREE
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A 44 WIDE SANDER AT A NEV ER BEFORE PRICE I



Largest Mfgr. of .,�� uu'alltv Portable Bandsaw Mills



Now with !:!ydraulic Log Hand l ing



••



One Man Loads, Turns, Clamps Capacities up to 32" Dia. X 33' Long Safe-Precise-EHicient More Lumber per Log



FIVE MODELS AVAILABLE



'Ii'



For the Catalog and a 50 VH S Video minute Demonstration Tape of our Product Line, Send $10.00 to:



A Space Saving Attachment



•• ••



Rigid open end design insures precise thickness dimensioning over 44" width.
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Sanding drum with built-in sandpaper fasteners - no adhesives req Vacuum dust collector Money back guarantee



I



Check your size and how many dozen. We will ship assorted grits unless otherwise specified.



ooo



1 " x 30" .



$ 1 3.70/doz.



1 " x 42" .



$ 1 3.75/doz. $ 1 3.BO/doz.



1 " x 44" . 0 3" x 1 B"



$ 1 4 . 75/doz.



0 3" x 2 1 " .



$ 1 5.25/doz.



0 3" x 233;."'



$ 1 5. 70/doz.



0 3" x 24" .



$ 1 5. 75/doz.



0 3" x 27"



$ 1 6.25/doz.



0 4" x 2 1 %"



$1 7 . 75/doz. $1 8.25/doz.



0 4" x 24"



IWN��I 1I Z25 WilI6iI..



4n?',4--,,,,7\ NooksCrHiomwel l Road,l, CT



Wood-Mizer"', Dept.



8t80W. 10th St., Indpls., IN



HORTON BRASSES



P.O. Box 1 20F



064 1 6 (203) 635-4400



$2 1 .95/doz.



0 4" x 36" .



(3 FREE)



0 6" x 4B"



$27.95/% doz.



Other size belts on request.



STIKY DISC, Rugged cloth with PSA backing.



oooo 9" X



6" diameter . . . $1 .00 each 1 .25 each B" diameter 1 .50 each



9" diameter



1 2" diameter . . . . 2.00 each



� Powermalic .



FiSendne HardwarMfefrsofor.rofaOvercatal50ogueYears $3.00



11" PAPER SHEETS A/O Cabinet Paper 50/pk.



100/pk.



40-0 . . . 0 $1 7/pk. 0 $31/pk. 50-0 . . . 0



1 6/pk. 0



2B/pk.



60-0 . . . 0



1 5/pk. 0



26/pk.



BO-O . . .



O



1 00-C . . . 0



1 4/pk. 0



24/pk.



1 3/pk. 0



22/pk.



1 20-C . . 0



1 3/pk. 0



22/pk.



1 50-C . . . 0



1 3/pk. 0



22/pk.



No load Finishing Paper 50/pk. 100/pk.



1 BO-A .



1 1 /pk.



0



19/pk.



320-A . .



1 1 /pk.



0



19/pk.



400-A . . . 0



1 1 /pk.



0



19/pk.



$6.95



1-800-428-2222 (USA) 1-800-222-2292 (PA



� I� I a: I $ 3 5 $ 2 . 5 0 . $ 3 5 $o4.0 . $100, 0 ---- II :E«...I ____ 1I 00___ II �_________ _ ___________________ tI I I I �:======.



equipment , plus



blade



--



2 HP, 3 phase motor (or 1 Yz HP, 1 phase motor),



I



644 N. 8th STREET READING, PA 19612



magnetic controls and work



230 volt .



SHIPPING CHARGES - Under Over



�OODSHOP SPECl:ALTl:ES Cold River Industrial Park Quality Lane Rutland, VT 05701 (802) 773-3240 Telex 62946343
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19/pk.



2BO-A . . . 0



2" x 2" x 6" .



The Model 81 Band Saw



lamp.



0



BELT CLEANING STICK



complete with all standard



I"



0 $19/pk.



1 1 /pk.



.o 0 For Fast Delivery Cal Tol onFrely) ,,------.. NDUSTRI A L RASIVES co.



Model 81 Band Saw



capacity,



. 0 $ 1 1 /pk.



220-A . . . 0



Fine Woodworking



MONEY ORDER



CHECK



MASTER CARD



VISA



Acct.



#



add



6%



or more add



shipping free. PA residenls add



sales lax.



Exp. Dale



NAM E ���



ET � ST � RE � CITY



='(



STATE



)



- - - - - - - - - - - -I ZIP



wood



We offer a complete line of lathe accessories including: SAFETY SHIELDS SPINDLE DUPLICATORS DUPLICATOR SYSTEMS BOWL TURNERS STEADY RESTS U·T WOODSHAVERS UNI·CENTER SYSTEMS



OOL cal



For free literature and price list or write



CO. 612-561-4210 We offer" theII goodbeatpriaccessorI ce. es TOOLMARK



6840 SHINGLE CREEK PARKWAY MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55430



BOSCH Power Tools BOSCH JIG SAWS only $1 20.00 � Model 1 58 1 VS



NO



SALE



TOOl



SAWS 3231VS



u••. .k 1IIII1I.It



1 65 1



7V,' Cir. SIW, 13 "'"



1 512VS



Or�it. Attio.



.. Hdie Ji, SIW



Shl



Or�t. Ji. SIW



, DRillS



* 1 1 1.00 79.00



85.00



••



Dri"



99.00



1 1 51VSR 3/8" Vir. Sp4. Rn. OriN



1 920VSRK 3/8" Cor�I... Rnor.i



54.00



9 1 0&4



3/8" VSR lIIighty lII iq.t Dri"



89.00



9 1 066



1 12" VSR lIIi.hty lII i4,.t Dri"



l l 11VSR 1 /2 " VSR 2



••



.,.,



1 1 96VSR 3/8" VSR H.r



Introducing less of a



99.00



t H._or Drill



1 09.00



. H._or Dri"



1 29.00



ROUTERS 1601



1 h, Routor



1602



1'1. ••4t., 1'/. ••••



1 604 1 606 90300 90303



89.00



1 '1> h, Ro.tor



1 1 5.00



h, Routor



D-H



1 1 8.00 h, Ro.tor



149.00



Fill4 al.. Ro.tor, 3'1. hp



295.00



Pl



449.50



a... Ro.tor, 3V, hp



••



1608



Trim Rout.r



1601111



lII otor lor 1 608/1 609 Sori



1 601l



B.I.B.,.



La",illlt. Trim",.,



1 608T



Tih



1 609



Offs.t



1 609K



I..tl"or. Kit



95.00



T,imill.'



•••



83.30 89.50



Trim....'



SANDERS



89.00



1 1 9.00 1 62.50



98.00



32700



3121 Dnd



1 272



3"124" a.h S..dor



a.h SIUor



1 59.00



12720



3"124" a.h S.ndor w/Du.t Co".ttor



1 69.00



1273



4"124" a.h Sindor



12730



4"124" a.h 51_or w/D



1281



Fi.ishin. S..dor,



V, ••



t CoH.ttor



1 69.00 1 75.00



.h.ot



99.00



3268



HI.t Gun



1 700



1 0 G.I. WetlDr, Vltuum



227.50



OTHER TOOLS 48.00



3221



18" Prolusionll H.d,. Trimm..



94.50



322 1 l



2 6 " Professionll H.d,. Trimm..



1 05.00



1 347



4%" Mini Grind.,



79.00



1 323



9" Grindor



99.00



1 1 210



5/8 Rotor, H.....or



1 69.00



1 1 2.1 2



3/4 Rot.., HI....or



1 75.00



3258



3V,' Powor Pi....



HITACHI



. SIW



98.00



359.00



C 1 5Fa



D.luxe 1 5 " mit .



F l 000A



1 2 " Pllnn .. /S" joiner tomb.



1 349.00



Ca75A



a,nd Sow



1499.00



Colo.



Wans 1 -800-523-6285



VISA ... MASTERCARD ACCEPTED



AVIATION/INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY P.Q. Box 38159 . ver. CQ 80238



Den



The new Delta 6" Precision Jointer.



Sometimes, you need a tool that's a little bit smaller to fit the needs of your shop. So we "shrank " our popular Precision Jointer to a smaller size. But there's nothing smaller about its quality or performance. Like its big brother, the new Delta Precision Jointer features a parallelogram-design table support system for uniform chip breaking and smoother finishes. And its large, stable rabbeting ledge lets you cut rabbets up to liz" deep. We gave it a 5511z" table infeed) , center-mounted tilting fence, and three-knife cutterhead. So it can handle full-size stock easily. And give you the same perfect straight edges, bevels, and surfaces you'd expect from a bigger machine. The new Delta Precision Jointer proves that good things do come in smaller packages. Call toll-free for the name of your Delta Distributor. Delta International Machinery Corp. , (in PA,



8"



6"



6"



(30"



6"



800/438-2486



800/438-2487).
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ClASSIFIED



cabinetmaker. Possible partnership, NC mountains. Call Denise. (704) 297· 1 558.



The CLASSIFIED rate i s S 5 .00 per word, minimum a d 1 5 words. All payments must accompany orders; all are non-commissionable. The WOOD



&



TOOL EXCHANGE



and SITUATIONS WANTED are for private use by individuals only; the rate is S7 per line. Minimum 3 lines, maximum 6 lines, limit 2 insenions per year DISPLAY CLASSI·



Marood



FlED rates on request. Send to: Fine W town, CT 06470. Deadline for the



working, Advenising Dept., Box 3 5 5 , New



ch/April issue is December 2 5 .



Busn. Opportunities



SALE:



FOR WOODWORKING BUSINESS $220,000 sales in 1986. National whole· sale and retail gift/craft markets estab· lished and growing. Seller will train. (303) 688·556 1 . FOR SALE: 7-year-old, 2,000 sq.ft. solar heated, two-story wood shop with ma chines. Beautiful building in solar vil· lage . Soldiers Grove, WI . Hardwood country. $55,000. (608) 249·5795. ESTABLISHED SHOP IN REDMOND, OR EGON for versatile, creative woodworker. $20,000 for tools, building. (503) 923· 0808 days, (503) 548-3057 evenings. FOR SALE: Complete comprehensive millwork and woodworking faciliry. Sale includes: all machinery in place and oper· ating; existing lease; qualiry A·l national and local clients. Just north of Boston. A truly turn·key operation $ 1 68,000. The Wood Shop, 3 1 5 Main St., Wilmington, MA OI887.



tJtj :::l. INareQUIDEALER RIES INVITED ..r:::



We a direct importer stocking all quality hand tools needed for a woodwork ing tool store or specialty department. Resale only-no end user sales.



94U4 (415)



CallfmIla \\bodwmrn.Re8tm!rs tIDe5318(oot eW.01 New144tb tandnesYSt.,orI(,\\bod�,ProductsCA.Coostan, 90260Inc. (LA. ....).. 213-643-9484



F



MASSA WW



CUSTOM ARCHITECTURAL CABINET/ MILLWORK SHOP has openings for jour neymen and determined apprentices. Union wages and benefits. J-CON, Inc., Waterbury, CT. (203) 573·1855. APPRENTICE BOWMAKERS AND RE STORERS FOR FINE BOW SHOP. Need experienced rehairer, also skilled wood worker machinist. John Norwood Lee, 410 S. Michigan, Chicago, IL 60605. CUSTOM ARCHITECTURAL CABINET/ MILLWORK SHOP has openings for jour neymen and determined apprentices. Union wages and benefits. J·CON, Inc., Waterbury, CT. (203) 573-1855.



I,



Your source for: exotic veneers, hardwoods, inla y s, tools, hardware, moldings, craft books, finishes, cane, etc. EXclusiv e slljJ pller of  . quality products.



Situations Wanted Responsible man, 30, carpenter 13 years, seeks apprenticeship in fine furniture, cabinetmaking, doing custom and peri od reproductions or preservation car pentry. Very serious intentions. Resume available. Box 146, Elyria, OH 44035.



Help Wanted



MAKE



SKILLED CABINET RS needed for secure employment, building high·end custom fu rniture. I n teresting work. Send resumes to: C. Larkin, 847 Rosary Lane, W. Chester, PA 19382. SKIllED WOODWORKER for technical ly·sophisticated meticulous high·end furniture. Metal skills, usefu l . Great shop, challenging work. Richard New· man, 89 Canal St., Rochester, NY 14608. (716) 328·1577. SOUTHEAST TO CENTRAL MICHIGAN, custom cabinetmaker with extensive ve· neering skills. Part time work available. John, (313) 229· 5 1 9 1 . V I O L I N R E P A I R APPRENT I C E S H I P S available with finest rare violin shop in the country. Good salary and benefits, excellent training program. Professional woodworking experience required. Must be willing and able to learn. Bein Fushi Inc., 4 1 0 S. Michigan Ave., Chica· go, IL 60605



&



RESTORATION CABINETMAKER - to work on 1 8th·century furniture. Basic woodworking skills and strong interest. We will teach. Box 663, Paoli, PA 1930 1 .



Fine Woodworking



FURNITU REMAKERS WANTED FOR WESTERN CHUSETTS shop doing only high·end "art" furniture. See back cover #60. Supervisor with 8 + years experience. Others 5 + years. Rick Wrigley, Gatehouse Rd., Holyoke, MA 0 1 040. (413) 536·2034.



COllEGE INSTRUCTOR needed to start up and lead new two·year, AAS program in Fine Woodworking Technol ogy, Bach. degree in woodworking field reo quired. Grad degree, production and teaching experience preferred. 9·month teaching contracts, fu l l benefits. Hire June 1988, to prepare for August, 1988 classes. Rural campus in hills of S . E . Ohio, heart o f hardwood country. Mail application letter, copy of transcripJs, names of three prof. ref., and detailed descriptions of three personally com· pleted woodworking projects to Person· n e l Office, R i o Grande Coll ege and Community College, Rio Grande, OH 45674. Closing date: January 30, 1988.



Robert Larson Company, Inc. 82 Dorman Avenue San Francisco, CA 821-1021
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FINISHER, furniture and millwork: Mix/ match stain and color veneer and solid wood. Assume full responsibiliry for de· partment, quality control, scheduling, etc. Sub·contract at our faCility will be conSidered. Call ( 2 1 5) 236·3050.



SKIllED WOODWORKERS (we've hired a few, but need more) for growing con· temporary fine furniture and cabinetry shop. Progressive organization. Jobs are project· oriented, l imited production and one·of·a·kind. Wal l/Goldfinger, I n c . , 7 B e l knap S t . , Northfie l d , VT 05663. (802) 485-626 1 . E.O.E.



LAKE



B LY ORGANBUILDERS, Box 1 5 25, Davidson, NC 28036. (704) 892·392 1 . Two positions available. Experienced organ craftsman with knowledge of me· chanical action. Also, woodworker/cabi· netmaker. Excellent wages and benefits and pleasant working conditions, attn: General Manager. GARFIELD, NEW JERSEY, 20 minutes from NYc. High·end hardwood cabinet and millwork shop needs craftsmen for R.P., sash and French door making, period reproduction cabinet and panel work. Knowledge of traditional joinery essen· tial. Top pay in a great working environ ment, $20/hour and up. (201) 340·9446.



RAFTSMAN



HIGHLY SKILLED C WANTED. As a high qualiry custom furniture shop in NYC, we can offer great work and salary, but expect outstanding peformance. Con· tact Stefan Rohner or Haruo Sato, Rohner Furniture, Inc. (718) 624-0190. WOO DWO R K I N G I NSTRUCTOR t o teach and live i n a t summer camp for teen agers in New Mi lford, CT. July·August 1988. Buck's Rock, 140 RiverSide Drive, NY 10024. (212) 362·2702. SKIllED CABINETMAKER. Small custom cabinet/furniture shop needs skilled



MAKE



CABINET RS, professional wood· workers for high·end work. Trainee po sitions available. Handmade Furniture Co., Rte. 9, West Creek, NJ 08008. (609) 597·2708.



Instruction



&



FINE FINISHING REPAIR - one week intensive in·shop training. Will give you all the necessary knowledge to start your own business. 3rd generation master fin· isher. The Hymiller School of Fine Wood Finishing. Visa/MC. (615) 484-9309. APPRENTICESHIP IN PROFESSIONAL FINE FURNITURE MAKING with the prominent Jeffrey Greene Design Studio.. realistic preparation for an uncompromis· ingly vital career as an independent arti· designing, making, marketing the very finest fu r n i t u r e in s o l i d w a l n u t / rosew . Tuition. New Hope, PA. (215) 862·5530. Call don't write. Monday thru Friday, 9:30-4:00.



san oods LEARN



WOODEN BOAT BUILDING AND DESIGN. Two full-time reSidential pro· grams that offer intensive training in a cre· ative but diSCiplined environment. V.A. approved. Accredited member, NATTS. Financial aid available. Equal opportuniry enrollment. The Landing School, Box 1490F, Kennebunkport, ME 04046. (207) 985·7976. LEARN TO RESTORE /CONSERVE AN TIQUE ITURE for one school year with Bruce Luckhurst. Send $5 to Little Surrenden, Bethersden, Kent TN26 3BG, England for information pack.



FURN



LEARN



INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION ING MILLING, designing and building custom furniture, jig making. For details Geoffrey Noden. Trenton, NJ. (609) 890·8152.



RAFT



APPRENTICE WITH MASTER C S MEN. Unique in·shop experience. Woodworking and other crafts. Flexible tuition. Baulines Craftsman's Guild·FW, S c h o o n m a k e r P O i n t , S a u s a l i t o , CA 94965. (4 15) 331 ·8520. WOODWORKING, design, marketing, low tuition. Located in Smoky Moun· tains. Production crafts, Haywood Tech· nical College, Clyde, NC 2872 1 . APPRENTICESHIP I N WOOD FURNI TURE. IntenSive, thorough one·on·one training. One year contract. Basic skills required. Send resume. Michael Coffey, 63 Tiffany PI . , Brooklyn, NY 1 1 2 3 1 .



TURN.



LEARN



TO Two·day concentrated course in all aspects of lathe. Workshop located in converted 1 8th-century spring house. Individualized instruction. Read ing and Lancaster nearby. Send for free brochure. James L. Cox Woodworking School, R.D. 2, Box 126, Honey Brook, PA 19344. (215) 273-3840.



SUMMER MAKWORKSHOPS



FURNITURE



ING & DESIGN



FRIO CARPENTER HALL KEMNITZER KOPF KORN MACK MALOOF OSGOOD ROBINSON ' SCRIVEN WEED • ZELKOWITZ



•• • ••



�or, writeSfnoorwourmas Vifrleagebr,coochure



ANDERSON RANCH ARTS CENTER 80x 5598



81615



303/923-3181



Call



Accessories BANDSAW BLADES · buy from the source . details send stamped envelope. Fix master, Box 49191-6, Atlanta, GA 30359. LEATHER upholstery and desk tops. 22 samples, most popular colors and fin ishes. $5 or free with business card. free catalog of leather working supplies. Berman Leathercraft, 25 FW Melcher St., Boston, MA 02210·1599. (617) 426-0870.



Also



BANDSAW BLADES, Yo-in. - I X- i n . , any length. Free catalog. 24·hour phone or dering. Next day service. ( 6 1 4 ) 4841 500. Good Wood, Inc., Belmont, O H 4371 8·0035. DUST COLLECTION SYSTEM FILTER BAGS, fabriC ( $ l O/yd PPD), free system plans. Barter Enterprises, Box 1 02 B , Prospect Harbor, ME 04669.
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Fine Woodworking on Proven Shop Tips



A bookful of ideas culled from ten years of Fine Woodworking magazine. You'll find suggestions about building and improving workbenches and on setting up shop. There are also tips on storing tools, methods of clamping and holding your work, controlling dust, and keeping your shop safe.



Hundreds of shop-wise ideas from Fine Woodworking's Methods of Work column. You'll find techniques for drying green wood and polishing a finish and for every operation in between. Plus, jigs to enhance shop tools and more clamping ideas than you can shake a dowel at.



Softcover. $7.95 #33



Softcover. $7.95 #38



Fine Woodworking



on Woodshop Specialties Looking for a different kind of project? Try these 27 Fine Woodworking articles. You'll learn how to make a microscope out of wood, create wooden clockworks, and fashion marionettes. The list goes on: miniature ships, puzzles, barrels, picture es, covered bridges, and more-all with photos and illustrations.



fram



Softcover. $7.95 #60



withWoodworki Kidsng



VIDEO



Small Shop Tips and Techniques



with Jim Cummins Jim Cummins lets you in on the tips and tricks he's picked up in his years as associate editor of Fine Woodworking's Methods of Work column. He shows how to use common tools and machines to achieve uncommon results. Among his topics: how to get a home-shop bandsaw to work better, how to expand the role of your drill press, and how to make hand tools and machines work together. Booklet included.



60



Woodworking on



Things to Make



Good ideas and practical advice about making everything from simple toys to elegant furniture. These 35 articles from Fine Woodworking show you how to make tables, trays, chairs, sleds, music boxes, an Aztec drum, an Appalachian dulcimer-even wooden eyeglass frames.



Softcover. $7.95 #49



$� $� J5.3!HJS" $JJ-:-'}5'



Biennial Design Book. Softcover, Design Book Two. Hardcover, Design Book Three. Softcover, Set of three books $31 . 50



Fine Woodworking on



minutes. $29.95 (Rental: $14. 95) #625 (VHS). #626 (Beta)



I ndexes NEW



Fine Woodworking



Fine Woodworking



Cumulative Index



(Issues 51-65)



Complete listing of articles, photos and columns from the first issues. Covers the first six Techniques books and eight Fine Woodworking on ... books.



Supplementary Index This new 1 2-page index gives a thorough listing of articles, letters, columns, and photographs from issues 5 1 through 65 of Fine Woodworking. It also includes references to all the Fine Woodworking on . . . and Techniques books (through Techniques 9 ) .



Softcover. $1. 95 #75



(Issues 1-50)



50



Softcover. $3. 95 #71



Fine Woodworking Set Both indexes. $4.95 #76



Woodworking with Kids by Richard Starr Help your children make what they want out of wood and they'll learn to love the craft. Woodworking teacher Richard S shows how with plans for toy airplanes, tables, boxes, tools, and more. He begins with simple projects, then moves on to more challenging ones.



tarr



Hardcover. $19.95 #21



To order from The Taunton Press, use the attached insert or call 1 -800-243-7252. January/ February 1988
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Period Furniture



Joinery



Fine Woodworking on



Make a Windsor Chair with Michael Dunbar



Joinery



VIDEO Dovetail a Drawer



with Frank Klausz Cabinetmaker Frank Klausz shows you how to make crisp, clean, properly fitting drawers by hand. After sizing the stock and running the grooves for the drawer bottom, Klausz shows you how to cut quick, precise dovetails without the use of jigs or templates, and how to glue up and fit the finished drawer. You'll also learn how to use a backsaw, chisel, and smoothing plane and how to rip, crosscut, and dado on power machinery.



60 minutes. $29_ 95 (Rental: 114. 95) #601 (VHS). #602 (Beta)



Experienced craftsmen explain their techniques for fitting flat sticks together to make strong, lightweight frames. Most of these 36 articles from Fine Woodworking cover numerous forms of the mortise-and-tenon joint, although you'll also find expert information about dovetails and other decorative and specialty joints for paneled walls and doors, cabinets, tables, and chairs. You'll even pick up some valuable information on using wood glue.



Softcover. $7_ 95 #31



You can rent any of for



114.95



21



days



each. See



the order form for information.



Federal Furniture



by Michael Dunbar



Video Rentals our videos for



Making a Windsor chair can be relatively simple-especially if you're working with Michael Dunbar. His easy-to-follow instructions show you how to build two different styles of Windsors. You'll learn to cut and shape the seats, tum the legs and stretchers, whittle the spindles, and bend the backs. And you'll come away with a new appreciation for the craft, as well as some very attractive chairs.



Softcover. 113_95 #27



A complete workshop in the design and construction of selected Federal-period pieces, written by a master craftsman. Michael Dunbar shows you how to make pieces from his home, including a Pembroke table, candlestand, high-post bed, and more. In each case, measured drawings, practical construction tips, and detailed instructions help you reproduce an aspect of the piece that is uniquely Federal.



Recapture the golden age of American furniture in your own workshop. These 37 articles from Fine Woodworking offer plans and technical explanations for making a Queen Anne table, a tall case clock, a small highboy, post and-panel chests, and more .



Softcover. $18.95 #41



Softcover. $7. 95 #36



20



Fine Woodworking



on Making Period Furniture



FINE WOOD WORKING VI DEO



VIDEO Master the mortise-and-tenon,



Radial-Arm-Saw Joinery



with Curtis Erpelding



fumituremaking's fundamental joint.



By watching Curtis Erpelding at the radial-arm saw, you'll .learn to cut impeccably precise joints time after time. Calling on years of experience, Erpelding shows you how to set up and fine tune your own machine as you work, lay out and cut a series of identical slip joints, make a frame composed of such joints, and see this frame as a design building block. Erpelding also shows you how his artful jigging techniques can help you come up with a host of workable furniture designs.



Frank Klausz brings his 20-plus years of experience before the camera to show you three different techniques for making three variations on the mortise-andtenon. You'll learn how to make a haunched mortise-and-tenon joint for a table, using ordinary hand tools; a through/wedged mortise-and-tenon joint as part of a door, using a router and band saw; and an angled mortise-and-tenon joint for a chair, using a hollow-chisel



110 minutes. 139. 95 (Rental: 114. 95) #609 (VHS). #610 (Beta)



mortiser and tablesaw. Klausz also ex plains how to determine which joint is best for which application and how to



Fine Woodworking on



organize your procedures for maximum efficiency and best results. Included



Boxes, Carcases, and Drawers



Skilled woodworkers show you how to build boxes and drawers that stand up to everyday use. These 4 1 articles from Fine Woodworking show you how to choose, make and use every kind of carcase joint, with particular emphasis on the classic dovetail. You'll also find detailed projects for hand-tool and machine methods.



Softcover. $7. 95 #32



with the tape is an illustrated booklet that outlines all the procedures Klausz cov ers. This handy step-by-step gUide will help you take what you've learned back



froWorkshop m of



A Video (with booklet) the publishers Fine Wbodworking magaz ine



to your own workshop.



60 minutes, $29. 95 (Rental: $14. 95) #621 (VHS), #622 (Beta)



To order from The Taunton Press, use the attached insert or call 1 -800-243-7252. 102



Fine Woodworking



Also of I nterest



N EW BOOK At last, a clear, comprehensive book on tilesetting. Master tilesetter Michael



Byrne begins with the basics: the varieties of tile available, the tools, setting methods, surface preparation, and layout techniques. He then guides you step-by-step through a series of actual home installations-floors, walls, and countertops-demonstrating both the popular thinset method and the traditional thick mortar-bed technique. Additional information on repairs, problem installations, and sources of supply make this book an invaluable resource for novices and pros alike.



Softcover, color, 11 7. 95 #53



Fine Woodworking Techniques Series



8, $19.95 $17.7, 95 38-43 $176, .95 32-37 $175, .95 26-31 $17.95 20-25 $173, .95 $17.2, 95 8- 13 $17.1, 95 1 -7 $21.95 $24.95 $24.95 2



Techniques



#55 #42 #29 #24 #17 #15 #13 #03 #56 #28 #44 60#613 #30 #61790 #50 $14.95



Techniques Hardcover,



Techniques Hardcover,



Techniques Hardcover,



Hardcover,



Techniques Hardcover,



Techniques



Techniques Hardcover,



Tiling Floors



FlTiolinorsg



with Michfw/ Byrne From basic procedures to special techniques, Byrne shows you everything you need to tile a floor of lasting value. The focus is on a watertight bathroom floor and a sloping shower pan, but the techniques can be applied anywhere in your home. You'll learn how a border can simplify a diagonal layout; how to mix and float mortar for a substrate that's flat, level, and sturdy; and how expansion joints can keep your floor from cracking.



60 minutes. $29. 95 (Rental: $14.95) #631 (VHS), #632 (Beta) Note: All tapes are keyed to Byrne's book with page references right on the screen.



issues



issues



issues



Techniques 4, issues



Hardcover,



N EW COMPA N I O N VI DEOS



issues 44-49



Hardcover, color,



issues 1 4- 1 9



issues



issues



Home Building



Ji'ine Homebuilding Remodeling Ideas



Sofccover, color,



Ji'ine Homebuilding



Construction Techniques Hardcover, color,



Ji'ine Homebuilding



Construction Techniques Hardcover, color,



Carving ::: Chip Carving



$29.#61945 $13.95 $29.#61985 $7.95



with Wayne BartOli millutes, HS ,



(V )



(Beta)



How To Carve Wood



Tiling Countertops



Tiling Walls



with Michael Byrne



with Michael Byrne



Watch professional tilesetter Michael Byrne demonstrate his craft. In this first tape, Byrne shows you how to use traditional techniques and modern materials to tile attractive, easy to-clean countertops. You'll learn how to work with both backer-board and mortar-bed substrates, lay tile around a sink, and detail your countertop. A perfect introduction to tiling.



Once you learn what Byrne has to show you, you'll be able to tile any wall in your house. Byrne covers all of the techniques you need, from laying out to grouting. Working on a bathroom job site, he shows you how to handle out-of-plumb walls; how to maneuver around bathtubs, plumbing, and windows; how to cut tile using biters and a snapcutter; and much more.



60 minutes, $29. 95 (Rental: $14. 95) #627 (VHS). #628 (Beta)



75 minutes. $29_95 (Rental: $14. 95) #629 (VHS). #630 (Beta)



$5



Save on each tape that you buy with Michael Byrne's book. Just write the discounted price ($24.95) on your order form.



by Richard Biitz Sofccover,



::: Carving Techniques and Projects with Sam Bush alld Mack Headley, Jr.



$15



Or save when you buy the three-tape set.



Set price: $74_ 95 #690 (VHS). #691 (Beta) Check the insert for rental information.
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A DIVISION O F ABBEY MACHINERY



616 NORTH BROOKHURST STREET . ANAHEIM. CALIFORNIA 92801



Fine Woodworking



"FUTURE ITEMS"



COUNTRY STYLE AND CLAW/BALL TAOLE L"'EG S.



ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE IN QUANTITIES Of' ONE O R MORE. INCI.UDING
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.



TABLE BASES, QUEEN ANN.; LEGS, AND R,T,A,



QUEEN ANNE



A RS
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ARE SII IPPEI> ,,'ROM STOCK



CUIooJ" Ct/Juu1ucJ.s" '011&.
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SQuaRE DRIVE SCREWS ••



e



Square recess drive virtually eliminates driver cam-out Heat treated steel for greatest strength Optimized thread form for exceptional holding power



_ '



6 Heavy Plastic



Storage BinS



Bins Bins Solid • M,FEELY�:�� �O�:r I VISA I -New Pgif-ormance Accessories •• •• • • $w/o 1 3.35 1 6.65 23,65



$ wi 1 7.35 20,95 27.90



PRICES SUBJECr CHANGE



QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE - Dealer Inquiries Invited



P,O. Box 3, 712 1 2th Street 0 lynchburg, Virginia 24505 ·542-2023 ·443-79370In Va. 1 · 800 Toll Free 1 · 800



rature te for free lite � Wn



Miter Saw Stop System Tenoning Attachment Laminate Cutting Guide



Stock Feeder Miter Gauge Radial Saw Stop System



RouteVEGA 3, Box 193 Decatur, I2l1i7n/oi963s 62·253226 Thoughtfully designed machines made in the U.S.A.



Qual i t y Exoti c Wood



WHHour



NonCE



CallI. Ae:;ldenls Add 6ao Sales Tall



Pernambuco Mac. Ebony E.I. Rosew Curly Maple Quilted Map,e At. Ebony Zebrano
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CABINET MAKERS



to
N> CURRENT specializing in buy s e ll 51 I W. I I t h a Port Angeles, W 98362 THE HEIRLOOM #87 • FULL SIZE BLUEPRI N T • SIMPLE • DECORATIVE • MASTERPIECE • FREE BLUEPRIN WIANDFWT2HTHIORDERS AD $8,SHIPPING 95+$2.00 HANDLING& 2 " H P.ORDER O. BOXNOW7807, URBANDALE, IA Illustrated lists published
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Quality Products For Woodworkers



FREE booWriSatiks.tesfatodactioynfoGuarante hardware more. e d _ e-,�j\ 41 rtlanaFVVFREE18 cataloBoxg. 4000 Massachusetts 01888 Send today for your copy' of our new colorful catalo�. It's fully Illustrated with the finest quality tools, supplies, components. and much



WOODCRAFT SUPPLY CORP. Dept_ A tic Avenue, Wob urn ,
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SHAKER PEGS CANDLE CUPS MUG PEGS



$1 7.95 per 1 00, prepaid. Wide selection of other wood products. Catalog $2,00 or free with order. Benny's Wood works



P.O. Box 656, Dept. FW7 Antioch, TN 370 1 3 6 1 5-33 1 -8384 Out of State 1 -800-255-1 335 Shaker Peg
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Clayton Oscillating Spindle Sanders. For large or small shops. Ideal for con tour sanding. Quick change d rums. to Satisfaction guaranteed. Cover ed by yr. war rantee. models to choose from. For m ore i n formation write:



SHAKER FURNITURE



%"



4".



. . . . . $13.95 . . . . . . . . . . $15.95 . . . . . . . $16.95 . . $17.95



$27.95 setal41_bove. .... $5U5



2505



MI 4886



. . . . . $14.95 . . 121.95 . . . . . . . . . 12195 . . . . . $25.95 , 6·· I00\I . . . . . . . . . . . . . $27.95 Add



USEpress ON:



3·· 52.50 per ani_ tor sIIlppiog. AIMILAILE WITH -·s1/Z/.·"bore(�3f 20 AH '/%"."x3�V." 3(.shaft" or Older to: po. BOX (919) GREENSBORO, N.C 852-8581



Dritt , motor, lathe, combo-tools, radial�. drins.



Large selection of
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New and



SINGLE508Y7SPE,. CIAMoneyLTY CO. INC.



Box



CALL:



Uni• versal Precisio�J_: n Positioning Jig



New 1988 Tandy Leather Catalog



Merchants fine leather since 1919.



of Woodworkers will find countless uses for our wide range of leathers. stains. hardware and qual ity hand tools. They·re all i n our big 1 04-page. catalog. For your copy. see the White Pages for the Tandy Leather store near you or write to: Tandy Leather Co .. Dept. FW1 88 P O . Box 2934. Ft . Worth. TX 761 1 3. I ncl ude $1 .00 pstg'/hdlg.



CATALOG of easy·to·assemble and fin·



ish furniture kits. Over 1 00 authentic 1 8th·



• It's a universal DOVETAIL JIG and BOX JOINT JIG.



FREE



Century reproductions. Available i n solid cherry. ash and mahogany. Solid brass. Parts pre·cut and sanded.



I-MarSOO-ylaBndARnEY I n 8207 722 �e CHartley CLtd. 3 Collectioq. 21601



page color catalog tape samples



$1.00 SHAKER WORKSHOPS



27403



Made In U.S.A.



1482 1028-FW17, Concord, MA 01742



replacement chair tapes.



-1,7" bore with or thread (except



MC. Visa. Check



18th-Century Furniture Kits



FREE



....... . .



1" a"d 2¥l" a



1 4



Clayton Enterprises W. Dewey Rd. Owosso, 7



An exciting collection of Shaker dining chairs, tables, beds and other furniture available in Kits or completely fin ished. All exemplify the simplicity and ver satile beauty of Shaker design. Pegs, peg board, Shaker baskets, oval boxes, and dolls .



It's an INCREMENTAL FENCE for the table saw or router table.



• 11'5 ACCURATE. • II SAVES YOU TIME.



Please or Wrif. For InformatiTenson.Residents Add 6% Tall. N361?fCOI?[) OX).)IM., 214 631 Ylltl l •...,1... " V"- ',.J' SIIes



WCDD TCDlSTORE 1·800·826-4965



Call



Airpark Dr., Dept. FW858 Easton, MD



DALLAS



AND



True Value� High LOBOOualPOWERily TOOLSmaChineA lor



Free Catalogue a d More Detail. CALL NOW! Don t MISS It.



(81 8) 350-1096



10922 Klingerman St #3 S. EI Monte, CA 91 733



5 IN 1 WORKING CENTER



BELT & DISC SANDER



Include 10" Table Saw. 34" Lalhe, 1 2" DISC Sander, 1 6V," Drill, Boring Press. Variable speed, 1 V,HP. You can add more function for more option purpose.



Easy sanding you can pul anywhere, with miter gauge, 45° lilting lable.



10015,



MODEL SD0046 y,HP, 4 " 36" belt, 6" disc. FREE FREIGHT only $79.00 MODEL SD0018 V,HP, 1 " 42" bell, 8" disc. FREE FREIGHT only $96.00 MODEL SD0069 1 HP , W/stand, 6" 48" belt, 9" disc. FREE FREIGHT only $1 95.00



x x x



MODEL MT0051 $765.00



BAND SAW Powerful culling tools, with full ballance wheel, 45° lilting table, stand, miter guage, rip fence, MODEL SK·20BS 20" width, foot brake, dust hood, V.speed, 2HP . . . $1 095.00 MODEL BS0183 18" width, 3 speed, 2HP . . . . . $545.00 MODEL BS0163 1 6 " widlh, 3 speed, 1 V,HP ... $395.00



SHAPER Make mouldings on surfaces, come with miter gauge, dust hood, adjuslable fence. MODEL SK·30SP 3HP 1 " Spindle. . . . ...... $650.00 MODEL SP0034 1 HP Spindle . $255.00



.



Yo" & W



.



� _ t1



�_____ ,...



.



STROKE BELT SANDER 5· working width, table size 59" 22" Wilh Sliding table, duSI hood, belt guard, 2HP motor. MODEL SK·15OOBS $975.00



x



DRUM SANDER TWO contact drums. More preCise, effective plane sanding, 3HP motor, Auto infeed V 
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